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FROM
THE
EDITOR

THE
STYLE
FILE

W

make us look good and last, but most of us also want to make a statement
by how we dress, helping us impart a bit of who we are in the way we look.
Similarly, we’re also looking to make a statement by where we choose to eat.
There’s much to say about style, but ask someone to define it, and you may
have some trouble; it’s personal and subjective. And, although we may not
always agree as to what constitutes good
“ Like age, some
style, we can usually pinpoint whether a
restaurant
has that special je ne sais quoi.
believe style is a
Like
fashion,
restaurant style is fluid and
state of mind.
ever-changing. What makes the grade today
But, these days,
may be vastly different than a few months
ago, and yet there are some restaurants that
whether we’re
manage to remain successful for decades by
talking about food
remaining true to their trademark style. Go
or fashion, good
figure. Perhaps that’s the point — there is
style is paramount. no defining what works, it just does.
This month, as part of our examination
As we know, it’s
of restaurant style, we look at three foodsermore than good
vice concepts to understand how design
food that draws us helps impact their success (see stories, beginning on p. 33). We also travel Down Under
to restaurants”
with chef John Placko, to see how several
Australian chefs are achieving success by infusing their own culinary style
into their restaurant menus. Additionally, we profile two winning concepts:
Menchie’s, a cool “fro-yo” chain that was recently imported to Canada from
the U.S. (see story on p. 12); and The Works Gourmet Burger Bistro, a triedand-true Ottawa franchise, which is undergoing massive Canadian expansion
(see story on p. 26). Happy reading.

Rosanna Caira
Editor/Publisher
rcaira@kostuchmedia.com

PHOTOGRAPHY BY MAY TRUONG; HAIR BY SALON E, THORNHILL, ONT.

hile many aspire to have it very few
actually do. And though some come
by it naturally, others have to work
extremely hard to achieve it. We’re talking about
style, of course.
Like age, some believe style is a state of mind.
But, these days, whether we’re talking about food
or fashion, good style is paramount. As we know,
it’s more than good food that draws us to restaurants. Certainly, we’re interested in trying new and
inventive dishes, looking to understand what
makes top-rated toques good at what they do. But,
more often than not, we choose to dine at an
eatery for a variety of reasons: food, service, the
look and feel, and, of course, its overall vibe. No
longer do we just want to be sated, we want to
escape — to be taken away from the everyday
mundane to experience the sublime.
That’s a tall order for any restaurant. It was
much simpler in the days when consumers just
wanted a good dish. But now consumers want to
be part of an overall more impactful experience.
They want good food, they demand great service
and they expect convenience, but they also want to
know that a restaurant is socially and ethically
responsible. And, aesthetically, they want to be
surrounded by beauty. Ultimately, who can dispute that the look and feel of a restaurant adds to
its charm? Yes, it’s the steak, but it’s the sizzle, too.
And, today, that sizzle has to have style.
There’s a reason food and fashion are oft compared: both are dictated by the trends of the day
and both make statements about who we are and
what we enjoy. Sure we want clothes that fit well,
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New Program Starts September 2012

Ins tu onal Cook
* '

ceship Program

The Ins tu onal Cook program provides the skills
and knowledge needed for preparing and serving
food in long-term care and ins tu onal se ngs.
The program focuses on large qua  food produc on using bulk
cooking methods with specialized equipment following strictl
prescribed menus created in advance  die ans and food service
managers. Meals prepared b ins tu onal cooks must meet
individual dietar needs and textures, including health
requirements, religious needs, and cultural preferences.

Courses:

Semester 1


Basic Gardemanger Knowledge


Basic Culinary Skills & Techniques


Basic Culinary Knowledge


Food Service, Sanita on and Safety
Semester 2


Ins tu onal Baking Techniques


Ins tu onal Nutri on Theory


Ins tu onal Nutri onal Techniques


Ins tu onal large Quan ty Cooking


Business and Career Management

September Start:



Classes take place two days per week (Wednesday & Thursday) over two semesters

(September to December and January to April)

, " ' ) ' ) $

*

&) %" %* #

%+ *

% ) $ ! 
 Facili es:



The award winning Garland/Mandarin Induc on Cooking Kitchen Labs and the

Compass Group Culinary Demonstra on Theatre and Lab



A dedicated Baking and Pastry Lab

How to Register:


Registra on for this program is through the Ministry of Training, Colleges and

Universi es h p://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/employmentontario/training/



 Requirements:



Ontario Secondary School Diploma with credits at or above the general level


Must have a registered employer sponsor who is willing to train you


Must be registered as an Appren ce with the Ministry of Training, Colleges and

Universi es

Costs:



Tui on which is approximately $600


A Humber chef uniform which is approximately $160


Books which are approximately $250

Humber College Program Coordinator:


james.bodanis@humber.ca

www.hospitalit .humber.ca
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STIRRING
UP DEBATE

Starbucks finds itself under attack from the vegan community
BY JACKIE SLOAT-SPENCER

t’s no surprise food
colouring is used
in almost everything we eat and
drink, giving our favourite
snacks an appetizing appeal.
And, the demand for naturally
flavoured products is growing,
but, when we’re reminded that
“natural flavouring” can sometimes involve crushed insects,
some people get squeamish and
demand change.
Consider cochineal (scale
insect) extract, which has been a
widely used dye since the 15th
century. Originally a fabric dye,
it’s now used to add colour to
food, drink and cosmetics, and
is listed on labels as cochineal
extract, carmine, crimson lake,
natural red 4, C.I. 75470, E120
or natural colouring.
Starbucks was recently the
subject of controversy due to its
use of cochineal extract in two
of its drinks — the Strawberries
and Crème Frappuccino and the
Strawberry Smoothie. In May
2010, the company launched its
“However-You-Want-It” frappucino line, listing the Strawberries
and Crème Frappucino as “naturally flavoured.” Then last
month, Thisdishisvegetarian.com, a vegan website, posted

I
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a photo of Starbucks’ Strawberry
frappucino packaging that listed
cochineal extract as one of the
natural ingredients. Soon after,
the site founders began a petition urging the company to
remove the food additive from
its drinks. According to Eric
Fortney, the site’s executive editor, after the drink was introduced as “naturally flavoured,”
his team contacted Starbucks to
confirm that it was vegan-friendly; they were told no animalderived products were used in the
drink. The snapshot taken last
month proved otherwise.
Starbucks responded in an email
to F&H, saying, “We (Starbucks)
did not claim that the soy-based
Strawberries and Crème
Frappuccino was vegan.”
The petition, titled “Starbucks: Stop using bugs to colour
your strawberry-coloured drinks”
garnered more than 6,000 signatures, prompting the coffee giant
to reconsider the use of the highly
controversial ingredient.
Health Canada lists cochineal
extract as a permitted food additive in Canada, and recent documents proposed mandatory
labelling of foods that contain
the dye. And for good reason —
proteins present in cochineal

extract can cause allergic reactions in some people, says Anar
Allidina, a Toronto-based registered dietitian and consultant. It
“can cause asthma, hives and
rashes in addition to anaphylaxis

attacks … due to the main chemical ingredient called carminic
acid that is naturally found in
cochineal beetles,” she explains.
And, it’s also off-limits for many
groups, including vegans,
Muslims who are Halal-conscious and Jews who keep kosher.
Two weeks after the petition
began, Starbucks proposed a
solution. “While it is a safe product that poses no health risk, we
are reviewing alternative natural
ingredients and will likely refor-

mulate,” reads an emailed statement, which also references the
reformulation of two food items
— the Birthday Cake Pop and
the Red Velvet Whoopee Pie
(left). While the company hasn’t
specified its preferred
alternatives yet, there are
safe, natural (and bugfree) options. “Red beets
are a great vegan alternative to cochineal extract.
However, the downside of
beet extract is its sensitivity to heat and pH, like
most natural foods dyes, which
can give off more of a brownish
colour than red. Another option is
pomegranate juice,” Allidina says.
Either way, customers know
more and will continue to
demand more in today’s fastpaced world, where one electronic petition can send shockwaves through a company.
Editor’s Note: At press time Starbucks
announced plans to reformulate
specified products with lycopene,
a natural, tomato-based extract.

SMOOTHIE WARS
Restaurant giants are battling for their share of the growing fruit
smoothie market. McDonald’s is one of the new contenders on the
scene, with the recent introduction of McCafé Real Fruit Smoothies,
and Tim Hortons’ Real Fruit Smoothie line has been expanded to
include Peach Mango. Meanwhile, Starbucks now owns Evolution
Fresh, a U.S. juice bar chain.
FOODSERVICE AND HOSPITALITY MAY 2012
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coming
events
May 5: Friends of We Care World at Your
Table Gala, International Centre,
Mississauga, Ont. Tel: (905) 841-1223;
website: friendsofwecare.org.
May 5-8: NRA Show 2012, McCormick
Place, Chicago. Tel: (312) 580-5410;
email: nraregistration@restaurant.org;
website: restaurant.org/show.
May 6-8: Bakery Showcase 2012,
International Centre, Mississauga, Ont.
Tel: (905) 405-0288; email: info@baking.ca;
website: baking.ca.
May 8: New Zealand Wine Fair, John G.
Diefenbaker Building, Victoria Hall, Ottawa.
Tel: (888) 993-9927;
email: nzwine@ketchin.com;
website: nzwine.com/events.
May 9-11: SIAL Canada, Palais des congrès,
Montreal. Email: info@sialcanada.com;
website: sialcanada.com.
Scan here
to view more
events

CELEBRATING
CULINARY STUDENTS
Earlier this spring, the Canadian Association of
Foodservice Professionals (CAFP) held its annual
student awards’ night honouring industry professionals and post-secondary foodservice, hospitality
and nutrition students. “It’s an opportunity to recognize the students and reward them for all their hard
work,” said Angelo Colalillo, president of CAFP.
Kostuch Media Limited, publisher of F&H magazine,
took part in the festivities, sponsoring a bursary
awarded to Brianna Barraco, of the University of
Guelph. Other bursary award winners included
Audrius Valiulis, George Brown College; Michelle
Scott, Humber College and Anna Gofeld, Ryerson
University. For information about other award
winners, visit cafp.com. – Adrian Bell

Baskin-Robbins isn’t being left out in the cold, with news that it’s
expanding across major Canadian cities — such as Toronto,
Ottawa, Calgary, Edmonton and Vancouver — and unveiling a new,
modern store design. “We are currently looking for entrepreneurs
with a strong financial background and a passion for their local
communities,” said Bib Tipple, director and GM for Baskin-Robbins
Canada. Franchisees must have a minimum net worth of $300,000
and minimum liquid assets of $125,000 per location. The redesign
includes lounge-style seating, pink-spoon door handles, textured walls that mimic the look of a
waffle cone as well as interactive LCD menu displays and more. Two Ontario locations are
already sporting the new design, and up to 15 locations are expected to be revamped by the
end of the year.

WE ALL
SCREAM
FOR
ICE CREAM

GOLDEN STATE SHINES
AT CANADA’S CALIFORNIA
WINE SERIES
April 2 was billed California Day in Toronto as 425 wine producers, representing more
than 145 leading wineries from the Golden State, gathered for the 32nd annual
California Wine Fair at Toronto’s Royal York Hotel.
The event kicked off in Ottawa March 29, with stopovers in Montreal, Quebec City,
Halifax and Toronto, where more than 400 restaurateurs, sommeliers and wine aficionados flocked to the Toast to California luncheon, which was complemented by
several of the top wines produced in California.
In welcoming guests to the luncheon, Rick Slomka, Canadian director of the
Burlington, Ont.-based California Wine Institute, said 2011 was a good year for
California wine. Bob Downey, senior vice-president of the LCBO, echoed those sentiments. “This annual event is one we look forward to,” he said, adding that sales of
California wines at the LCBO totalled $196 million last year, representing a 15-per-cent
year after year increase. It’s no wonder the LCBO introduced 32 new California products over the $15 price point in the past year and that California now ranks fourth in
sales after Ontario, Italy and Australia.
Evan Goldstein, Master Sommelier, president and chief education officer, Full Circle
Wine Solutions Inc., in San Francisco, was the keynote speaker at the Toronto luncheon. He noted that California has the most wineries in North America (3,519) and
produces nine out of 10 bottles in the U.S. “The Golden State is still the engine that
drives the U.S. car,” he said, while adding that, according to a February 2012 Andred
Jefford blog, the U.S. has overtaken France to become the world’s principal wine-consuming nation, with 330-million cases enjoyed in 2010. However, in per-capita consumption, the U.S. ranks “a paltry 57th,” said Goldstein, while admitting that the
number had increased from a few years ago.
Goldstein highlighted a list of top 10 wine trends. Here’s a recap: White wines are
making a comeback, so look for continued growth in Muscat and Pinot Grigio wines;
Chardonnay is experiencing a renaissance; natural wines are gaining steam; alternative
grapes are gaining traction; wineries are exploring terroirs; sommeliers are rethinking
the wine list; wineries are rethinking palates, producing more organic wines with lower
alcohol content and food-friendly wines; wines by the keg are growing in popularity,
because they are cheaper than bottling and restaurants don’t have to worry about
spoilage; bloggers and the new world order mean there are scores of new voices being
heard; and sommeliers are becoming the new winemakers. – Rosanna Caira

PIECE More consumers are reaching for pizza, according to Technomic’s “Pizza Consumer
OF PIE? Trend Report.” The Chicago-based research firm found that 68 per cent of consumers order pizza once a month or more and 45 per cent order pizza for dine-in.

ATTENTION LOYAL READERS! Don’t forget to follow us on Twitter @fsworld.
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Extreme Yogurt Stores

Extreme Machines

Frozen yogurt store’s profits are
growing with Electro Freeze machines
every day. Let the experts in the soft
serve industry show you how profitable
the yogurt business can be. The
Electro Freeze machine design is
dependable, simple to operate and
easy to clean. We can help you from
the concept to opening day. It starts
with Electro Freeze.

Are you looking for high profit margins with dependable
performance and a consistent product? Whether your
demand is 18 gallons per hour or 50 gallons per hour,
our Platinum Series freezers produce extreme quantities
of ice cream – dependably, consistently and, most
important, profitably.

Try Electro Freeze and we promise you’ll
Taste the Difference! Call now.

2116 8th Avenue | East Moline, IL 61244
309.755.4553 | 800.755.4545
www.electrofreeze.com
e-mail: sales@electrofreeze.com

restaurant
buzz
After nearly 30 years, Toronto’s iconic Bistro 990 has closed to make
way for condo development...Gordon Ramsay hasn’t taken kindly to
being pushed out of his involvement with a Montreal restaurant he
helped re-launch as Laurier Gordon Ramsay. Now, he’s allegedly suing
the restaurant’s owner, Danny Lavy, for $2.7 million. According to
Montreal’s Gazette newspaper, the Laurier owner has retaliated, opting to counter sue the celebrity chef…Smoke’s Poutinerie is now
available in Canada’s poutine capital, with the opening of the first
Smoke’s location in Montreal. Additional locations are set to open in
St. Catharines, Ont., Waterloo, Ont., Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver and
St. John’s, N.L.…An application to open a new pub near the National
War Memorial in St. John’s, N.L., was rejected by The Royal Canadian
Legion. Chris Andrews, the pub’s owner, has plans to scout a new
site...Heady Brew Company, a new gluten-free brewery has joined
Toronto’s beer market. Its first brew, Heady’s Honey Citrus, is the
first beer to launch; six others are in development...Tori’s Bakeshop,
touting vegan-friendly treats, has opened in Toronto’s Beach neighbourhood, offering scones ($3.50), cupcakes ($3) and homemade
vegan “Oh Henry!” bars ($2 to $4) as well as gluten-free options.
Opening a new restaurant? Let us
in on the buzz. Send a high-res
image, menu and background information about the new establishment
to bbinelli@kostuchmedia.com.

Tori’s Bakeshop

> inbrief
Burger King Worldwide Holdings, Inc. is
set to become a publicly traded company on the NYSE after a recent merger with Justice Holdings Ltd. Under private ownership since 2010, the chain’s
biggest shareholder will be 3G Capital
Inc., who will have a 71-per-cent
stake...Yogurty’s has set a record, selling 39,891 vouchers through Dealfind
and driving the couponing site’s bestselling deal...Pizza Hut is seeking new
franchisees with plans to open 100
new locations in Canada over the next
five years...Twelve new food carts will
be setting up shop on the streets of
Vancouver, after 59 applications were
considered by a judging panel. The top
ranking carts include Soho Road Kebab,
Alex Chen Ze Brite and Pig on the Street…Mark
McEwan’s name was recently in the
spotlight following a problem with
smoked salmon sold at his Toronto
gourmet grocery store, McEwan.
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WINGING IT

Ontario Culinary students got a true appreciation for the
“Farm-to-Fork” philosophy in early spring at King Cole Ducks’
Great Amazing Duck Race, a day-long competition that began
at King Cole Duck Farms in Newmarket, Ont., and ended in
the culinary labs at Toronto’s George Brown College. The day
began early as students collected duck eggs on the farm, before
sharpening their duck-cutting skills in the “Cut-Your-OwnDuck” challenge and racing downtown to create the best duckbased recipe at George Brown. The winning team, Bianca
Aversa and Jonathan Williams from the Niagara College
Canadian Food and Wine Institute, took home $1,000 for their
Duck-broth Punch, Duck-egg Tortellini as well as Duck Banh
Mi and Duck Breast. “We could never have imagined how
enthusiastically the students would embrace every facet of the
race. These future chefs were incredible throughout this delicious adventure,” said Patti Thompson, director of Sales and
Marketing for King Cole Ducks.

Although no illnesses had been reported
at press time, the Canadian Food
Inspection Agency warned the public
against consuming the product for
fears it was contaminated with clostridium botulinum. It turns out the problem
stemmed from a packaging concern
that has since been rectified.

> people
Jim Skinner, vice-chairman and CEO
of McDonald’s Corporation, has
announced his retirement from the
company and Board of Directors, after
41 years in the business. Effective June
30, Don Thompson, president and COO
of McDonald’s, will assume the role of
CEO. Meanwhile, Tim Fenton will
assume the COO role…Dana Hauser is
the new executive chef of Vancouver’s
Fairmont Waterfront hotel and the
Fairmont Hotels & Resorts first female
executive chef. The Fairmont vet will
oversee Herons West Coast Kitchen + Bar
and the hotel’s food and beverage

operations...Moxie’s Grill & Bar
welcomed Alex Chen as its new culinary
architect. Chen, formerly executive
chef of the Beverly Hills Hotel, will steer
Moxie’s culinary training, create new
dishes and tweak the resto’s menu
favourites.

> supplyside
Sofina Foods Inc. and Wind Point Partners
signed a deal to acquire Santa Maria
Foods ULC, an importer of speciality
Italian brands, supplying retail and
foodservice customers across Canada
and the U.S., including 15 processing
plants...Sodexo received the International
Organization of Standardization (ISO)
22000:2005 certification for food-safety
management systems in the U.S. and
Canada...Wing’s Food Products, a Torontobased manufacturer, partnered with
Reckitt Benckiser, to provide the foodservice packaging and distribution of
Reckitt’s Single Serve condiment line up.

FOODSERVICEWORLD.COM

A N A LY Z E
THIS

GUINNESS-BRAISED
BONELESS SHORT RIBS
RECIPE BY NIELS KJELDSEN
Corporate executive chef and culinary director at Prime Restaurants Inc.,
parent company of Fionn MacCool’s, among other restaurants

N

owadays, a growing number of
diners with dietary concerns are
hungry for food that feeds their
needs. Some are looking for glutenfree dishes, others want lower fat
options or less sodium on their plate. Making these
changes and appeasing diners doesn’t have to be
difficult. To help bridge the gap, F&H’s new “Analyze
This” column offers dietitian-approved dietary recipe
variations. To submit your recipes for analysis, send
an email to rcaira@kostuchmedia.com.

Potential allergens: Wheat, sulphites, soy, milk
Cost: $2.87 per 350 g serving

Fionn MacCool’s signature Guinness-Braised Boneless Beef Short Rib appeals to
guests of a pub or upscale casual-dining concept. It blends the flavours of Ireland’s
famous beer with a unique tender, economical chuck of beef flat-tail. Previously a successful entrée, it now serves as an appetizer served over poutine with a demi-glaze
sauce or stuffed in mini Yorkshire pudding shells topped with white cheddar.
Flexible Variations
Eliminate the allergens: Prepare the beef stock from scratch to avoid using soup

bases, which may contain soy, wheat/gluten and sulphites. Substitute potato starch or
quinoa flour for all-purpose wheat flour. Beer is made from barley and may cause discomfort to customers on gluten-free diets, but gluten-sensitive adults’ digestive systems may tolerate beer in the small amounts this recipe requires.
Reduce the salt: Making beef stock in house is a good way to limit salt since com-

mercial demi-glazes and stocks are higher in salt than those freshly made. Cooking
wine also contains more salt than regular wine. Caramelizing sugar while searing the
beef adds flavour and reduces the amount of salt needed.
Reduce the fat: Braising causes the beef fat to surface, so it can be easily removed by

skimming during cooking. Alternatively, cook a day in advance, chill and remove the
layer of fat before heating.
●
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GUINNESS-BRAISED BONELESS SHORT RIBS
Calories
495

Carbs
13.8 g

Protein
39.4 g

Fat
29.2 g

%Cal/Fat
55.3%

Chol
95 mg

Sodium
1,465 mg

Fibre
1.0 g

Calcium
29 mg

Ingredients

Amount

Method

Boneless short ribs

900 g

Season short ribs with salt and pepper.

Salt

3.5 ml

Heat oil in a large flat-bottom pan and sear beef on all
sides, remove beef and keep warm.

Pepper

3.5 ml

Canola oil

15 ml

Onions, large diced

250 ml

Garlic, chopped

5 ml

Tomatoes, Roma

60 ml

Beer, Guinness

165 ml

Add onions, garlic and tomatoes and sweat for one
minute, add Guinness and bring to a simmer. Add beef
base and water “A.” Add beef to pan, bring to a boil,
cover with tin foil, place in oven at 325˚F (170˚C) for two
to two-and-a-half hours or until meat is tender.
Remove beef from sauce.

Beef base

30 ml

In a small stainless-steel bowl, whisk together cornstarch and flour with water “B.” Place pan (with sauce
from oven) on the stove, bring to a simmer and add
mixture slowly while whisking, simmer for five minutes.

Water “A”

500 ml

Strain sauce through a fine Chinois.

Cornstarch

15 ml

Flour

15 ml

NOTE: The short ribs can be served as a meal with the
sauce or cut up and used as a stuffing for Yorkshire pudding or a topping for pasta or poutine.

Water “B”

30 ml

Yield: 4 portions
SOURCE: Niels Kjeldsen, corporate executive chef and culinary director
at Prime Restaurants Inc., parent company of Fionn MacCool’s, among other
restaurants

➽ Six times a year, the Analyze This column offers nutrient, allergen, costs and ingredient traceablility issues on a range of recipes. It’s provided by the Oakville,
Ont.-based Food Systems Consulting Inc. and is completed by registered dietitians
with access to the Canadian Nutrient file and Computrition software. For more
information, visit foodsystems.com.

Nutrition Facts
Serving Size
Servings Per Container

1 serving (377 g)
1

Amount Per Serving
Calories
Calories from Fat

490
260

Total Fat
Saturated Fat
Trans Fat
Polyunsaturated Fat
Monounsaturated Fat
Cholesterol
Sodium
Potassium
Total Carbohydrate
Dietary Fibre less than
Sugars
Protein

% Daily Value*
29 g
45%
11 g
54%
1g
2g
14 g
95 mg
32%
1,460 mg 61%
570 mg
16%
14 g
5%
1g
4%
2g
39 g

• Vitamin A
• Calcium
• Thiamin
• Niacin
• Folacin
• Phosphorus

• Vitamin C
• Iron
• Riboflavin
• Vitamin B6
• Vitamin B12
• Zinc

0%
2%
10%
50%
6%
30%

8%
25%
25%
25%
45%
70%

*Per cent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 calorie
diet. Your Daily Values may be higher or lower
depending on your calorie needs:
Calories:

2,000

2,500

Total Fat Less than
Sat Fat Less than
Cholesterol Less than
Sodium Less than
Total Carbohydrate
Dietary Fibre

65g
20g
300 mg
2,400 mg
300 g
25 g

80g
25g
300 mg
2,400 mg
375 g
30 g

Calories per gram:
Fat 9 • Carbohydrate 4 • Protein 4

CANADIAN

Restaurants 2012
Trends & Directions Conference
Tuesday, Oct.16, 2012, Pearson Centre, Brampton, ON
Helping Canadian Restaurant Operators Navigate the Evolving Foodservice Landscape

Re s e r ve yo u r sp o t to d a y: te c hnomi c. com/ca nad i a ntrend s

Presented by:

From the desk
of Rober t Car ter

LET’S DO LUNCH
How to build midday business
n 2011, the lunch daypart accounted for
more than 1.7-billion visits and nearly $14
billion at commercial restaurants. After
tough times in 2009 and 2010, lunch visits are
once again growing as part of a trend predominantly benefiting quick-service restaurants (QSR) and retail market segments.

I

THE BORING BROWN BAG

“Brown-bagging” is on the rise, too. The
NPD Group’s in-home data show 17 per cent
of lunch meals are carried from home — a
number that’s risen from 2010. Certainly, one
business-building opportunity lies in tempting consumers away from the boring contents
of those brown bags. Only 14 per cent of midday meals are sourced from a restaurant, so
that leaves room for growth.
Per-capita restaurant lunches have
reached 52-annual visits, a trend that has
been rebuilding since the recession. Visit
declines since 2008 were particularly evident
among consumers between the age of 18
and 34 who were affected by the economic
downturn. Interestingly, this age group consists of consumers who are among the heaviest users of restaurants for lunch.
Meanwhile, approximately six out of 10
restaurant afternoon meals are eaten on
premise, which leaves room for operators to
upsell beverages and other add-ons, in turn

driving higher checks. Purchases taken back
to the office (or other workplace) account
for another 14 per cent of QSR lunches, a
number that dropped during the recession.
ATTRACTING LUNCH
VISITS AT FULL-SERVICE

Full-service restaurants (FSR) have a particular challenge during the lunch daypart as
they’re forced to compete with countless
quick-service eateries. QSR lunch customers
are likely to say they chose a particular restaurant because of the price, a specific craving or
time constraints. When it comes to an FSR
lunch visit, the quality of food is a more
important driver, with an average check of

$12.45 at FSR, compared to $6.45 at QSR.
WINNING LUNCH PROMOTIONS

In NPD’s “FSR Report: What Customers
Want,” consumers indicate certain promotional offers are more likely to entice them
to select FSR over QSR for lunch. They are:
• a “two-can-dine-for-$15” group offer (53
per cent);
• a fixed-price menu, including appetizer,
main course and beverage (48 per cent);
• a build-your-own-lunch combo, offering
two items from a list (46 per cent);
• smaller lunch portions at a reduced price
(44 per cent).
A SIGN OF THE TIMES

RESTAURANT LUNCH VISITS BY SEGMENT
Full-service restaurants are losing lunch visits to QSR and retail
8%

8%

9%

10%

10%

31%

31%

30%

29%

28%

■ Prepared food
from retail
■ FSR
■ QSR

61%

61%

61%

61%

62%

YE Nov ’07

YE Nov ’08

YE Nov ’09

YE Nov ’10

YE Nov ’11

Changing lifestyles and time constraints are
often cited as the catalyst for the current
shift in consumer behaviour in the restaurant industry. While consumers are “brownbagging” more at lunch than they have in
the past, NPD data shows 13 per cent of
these meals are skipped. Perhaps, some
Canadians are too busy for a midday meal
and are cutting out what could be perceived
as a discretionary purchase. Either way,
understanding why consumers “brown bag”
it, skip it and/or eat fewer restaurant meals
at work, is integral to developing products
and promotions that drive lunch traffic. ●

SOURCE: The NPD Group/CREST, year-ending November 2011

Robert Carter is executive director, Foodservice Canada, with the NPD Group Inc.
He can be reached at robert.carter@npd.com for questions regarding the latest trends
and their impact on the foodservice business.
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HOT
CONCEPT

FROZEN
IS THE
NEW HOT
F&H chronicles the Canadian Menchie’s invasion
BY ADRIAN BELL • PHOTOGRAPHY BY MAY TRUONG

“

et’s pull down a little
love.” To the uninitiated,
that saying references the
small thrill customers get when
they build their own sundae by
choosing and pumping out
their favourite flavour from a
wall of options. And that’s just
for starters. The Menchie’s
experience that follows helps
explain why the dessert concept,
founded in 2007 in Encino,
Calif., is the new hot.
The brand was co-founded
by Danna and Adam Caldwell, a
couple who love frozen yogurt
and saw an opening in the market. Understanding their limitations, but eager to expand, the
founders named Amit
Kleinberger CEO. Today Danna
is president, and Adam is COO.
“The first location was conceived in Valley Village, Los
Angeles in 2007,” says
Kleinberger. “The brand from
that point — less than a year
after opening — took off by
virtue of a special philosophy.
We do not sell the product, we
sell an experience that’s fun and

L

12

designed to make you smile,”
says Kleinberger.
Perhaps that’s why simple
word of mouth set the concept
on fire in Canada. Michael
Shneer, the 52-year-old Toronto
business man who brought L.A.
Weight Loss, Party City and
other franchises to Canada, was
persuaded by friends to experience Menchie’s first-hand. “I
was completely blown away,”
Shneer declares.
The businessman believed
the chain’s impressive U.S.
receipts could be duplicated in
Canada. In fact, research
revealed the frozen-yogurt category was expected to grow by
15 per cent per year between
2008 and 2012, reaching $28
billion in sales. Shneer pursued
Canadian rights to the brand in
2009. Eventually the president
of Yogurtworld Corporation,
was appointed master franchisor of Menchie’s in Canada.
The first sprinkles landed in
Vaughan, Ont., in autumn 2010.
“When we launched in Canada
there was nothing like it,” says

FOODSERVICE AND HOSPITALITY MAY 2012

Menchie’s
took off by
virtue of
a special
philosophy.
We do not
sell the
product,
we sell an
experience
that’s fun
and designed
to make
you smile
— Amit Kleinberger
CEO

Shneer, explaining the unique
appeal of selling self-serve
frozen yogurt, based on weight,
with a variety of flavours and
toppings. “We rotate 100
flavours, but I’m not sure the
concept would’ve been as hot if
we only had four flavours that
never rotated but people could
mix, weigh and pay. We have to
have that selection,” says the
master franchisor.
And, in 2010, when the
brand launched in Canada,
Menchie’s earned first place on
Restaurant Business magazine’s
annual ‘Future 50’ list, where it
was pegged as the fastest-growing franchise in the restaurant
industry. “We opened the first
store in 2010; as we speak we
have 11 open, with another 12
opening in the next 90 days. In
2011, we sold 71 franchises.”
(Each unit is sold at a cost of
about $35,000 plus construction
fees, which average $500,000,
depending on store size.) It’s no
surprise to hear the Canadian
arm of the company will realize
significant growth in the
FOODSERVICEWORLD.COM

MAKE-UP BY JESSICA GODFREY MAKEUP ARTISTRY

Krystine Renwick,
Menchie’s franchisee of
Toronto’s Beach location;
and Michael Shneer,
master franchisor of
Menchie’s in Canada

FOODSERVICEWORLD.COM
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CEO Amit Kleinberger

QUICK FACTS
Parent Company: Menchie’s Group, Inc.
Headquarters: Encino, California
Canadian Company: Yogurtworld Corporation,
based in Concord, Ontario
Master Franchisor of Menchie’s in Canada:
Michael Shneer
Average store size: 1,500 square feet
Average number of seats: 30 inside, 25 on
the patio (if offered)
Average check: Undisclosed
Average monthly sales, typical location:
$650,000
Average return visit frequency: Two to three
visits per store, per week.
MENU SAMPLER:
Frozen Yogurt Flavours
Each store has three base flavours — vanilla,
chocolate and original tart — with 100 others
in rotation, including pomegranate tart, juicy
raspberry, cookies ‘n’ cream, green apple tart,
vanilla latte, pumpkin and chai tea
Healthy options include non-fat and low-fat
yogurts, sorbet (non-dairy), and a diabetic option
with “no sugar added.”
Toppings
There are 100 varieties, ranging from fresh-cut
fruit to sprinkles, chocolate chips, jelly babies,
granola, Oreo cookies, walnuts and more
Sauces
Hot fudge, caramel sauce, non-fat/no sugaradded fudge
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months ahead, considering the
international growth and
acceptance of the brand.
Endorsements from celebrities
such as Adam Sandler, pictured
spooning his favourite flavour,
and a frumpy Britney Spears
cradling a cup, haven’t hurt the
chain’s growth. Today the family
friendly chain boasts 170 locations worldwide, and the opening
of an additional 250 locations
within the next 24 months will
make Menchie’s the world’s
largest self-serve retailer of frozen
yogurt, according to Kleinberger.
By the end of 2013, the chain will
have 500 locations worldwide.
“We’re currently building in
Australia, India, Jordan, Mexico,
U.A.E., Kuwait and more countries around the world.” In
Canada, the plan is to open 100
stores by 2015.
The company’s meteoric
growth can be attributed to several factors, ranging “from the
music selection to the decor, to
the freebies we give our guests
— stickers and tattoos — to a
chalkboard where guests write
whatever they want,” explains
the Canadian master franchisor.
It’s all part of the family friendly
experience. “We give little toys
to children — all of those
things go into making the experience.” Then there’s the generous samples that differentiate
Menchie’s from its competitors.
“We encourage our guests to
try the flavours, and they help
themselves. So as opposed to
trying to limit sampling, we
actually encourage it.”
The Menchie’s team takes
pride in its food and how it’s
sourced, too. For example, freerange cows raised for Menchie’s
on proprietary farms aren’t
injected with hormones. “Even
our product comes from happier cows,” Kleinberger jokes. As
for the toppings at the Canadian
stores, they’re purchased from a
Canadian distributor.
The non-fat and no-sugar-

added yogurt options also provide guests with healthier
choices. “We satisfy your sweet
tooth while we’re kind to your
waistline,” says Kleinberger. His
chain’s frozen yogurt contains
two live active bacteria cultures,
Lactobacillus Bulgaricus and
Streptococcus Thermophilus,
which bear the Live and Active
Culture seal by the National
Yogurt Association. The
Menchie’s Private Label yogurt
contains an additional four bacteria cultures with probiotic
properties: Lactobacillus
Acidophilus, Lactobacillus
Casei, Lactobacillus Rhamnosus
and Bifidobacterium Bifidum.
According to Dr. Neil Rau, a
Canadian infectious diseases
specialist and medical microbiologist, probiotic cultures are
good for our health. “Live and
probiotic bacteria theoretically
may compete with disease-causing bacteria,” he explains, before
adding: “These are not yet
proven methods for preventing
infections.”
The brand’s appeal is varied,
but Krystine Renwick,
Canadian franchise owner of
the Queen Street Toronto store
in the city’s Beach neighbourhood, was drawn to the company
motto: we make you smile.
“Since our grand opening
things have been fantastic,”
Renwick says, of the store she
opened with her husband earlier this year. “The customer
experience is everything to
us…. We knew we could make a
difference in the community.”
In any crowded dessert market, offering a unique, positive
experience is vital. So, it makes
sense that Menchie’s is pulling
in huge profits by letting
patrons pull down a little love,
giving Kleinberger, Shneer and
worldwide franchisees, like
Renwick, reason to smile. ●
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ALL DRESSED:
(Clockwise from top
left) From standard
cooking oils to the
organic olive oils chef
Connie DeSousa uses
in the salads at
Calgary’s Charcut to
special sauces at
Extreme Pita, there’s
no mistaking the need
for a little extra
pizzazz in today’s
restaurant food

FOODSERVICEWORLD.COM
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FILE

ON
THE

B Y C I N D A C H AV I C H

SIDE

From condiments
to vinegars,
oils and sauces,
chefs are using
a range of
accoutrements
to dress up
their food

FOODSERVICEWORLD.COM

a running joke in the restaurant business that the most
calorie-conscious, demanding, high-maintenance diners want every sauce and salad dressing “on the side.”
Most restaurants can accommodate that kind of
request but, as every chef knows, it’s these little extras
that can take a dish from dull to delectable. Whether it’s
a special burger or sandwich slather, a spicy dipping
sauce for wings or a dollop of Blue Cheese sauce on a steak, a unique condiment not only adds a
hit of flavour, it can create a new dish that customers crave.
And, according to the “2011 Technomic Consumer Trend Report,” there’s growing consumer
interest in new and unique flavours that drive traffic and sales. “Condiments give operators and
consumers a way to add a unique flavour in a low-risk way,” says Kelly Weikel, consumer research
manager at Technomic, a Chicago-based research firm. “A spread on a sandwich or salad dressing
on the side lets them try something new but won’t ruin the meal if they don’t like it.”
The report found consumer interest in condiments and sauces is growing, with 54 per cent of
respondents saying “a sauce with a unique or flavourful name can pique my interest in ordering a
particular item,” up from 43 per cent in 2009. Forty-six per cent said they’re tempted by “original”
sauces or toppings that are unique to a particular restaurant.
Continued on page 18

IT’S

➻
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Technomic reports 71 per cent of consumers
included Caesar in their list of top three
favourite types of salads, and 64 per cent would
consider ordering Caesar dressing on their
restaurant salad

“

We spend a
number of
hours creating
sauces and
pickles from
scratch, but our
guests really
appreciate the
extra care that
goes into
making these
condiments

”

— Connie DeSousa,
chef
Charcut

That’s what Top Chef Canada finalist Chef
Connie DeSousa and her business partner, chef
John Jackson, discovered at their Calgary restaurant, Charcut. The meaty menu seems simple, but
the deliciousness is in the details. Scratch cooking is
their mantra — everything, from the sausages and
charcuterie, to the plum, orange and almond conserve, quince paste and pickles served alongside it,
are made in-house. The Kitchen Pickles with rosemary grissini ($6) is a popular appetizer on its own,
and the vinegar from those pickles, whether classic
garlic dills or spicy pickled carrots, goes into their
salad dressings. Even the mayonnaise in the piripiri aioli that’s served with the pork croquettes and
ale-battered onion rings ($14), or folded into the
rotisserie chicken salad sandwich ($15), is made by
hand. “We spend a number of hours creating sauces
and pickles from scratch, but our guests really
appreciate the extra care that goes into making

la salad ($11/14).
Otherwise, it’s duck fat for frying. “We try to stay
away from GMO oils,” says DeSousa, noting they
buy a 10-gallon pail of duck fat from Quebec’s
Brome Lake every week. “Anything that goes into
our fryer — the Parmesan fries, the croquettes,
even the fries in our food truck — are cooked in
duck fat,” she adds. “It does cost more, but it has
less fat and cholesterol, it’s healthier for you. I
preach it at all the tables.”
DeSousa makes her piri-piri from “an old family recipe,” every fall while the tomato jam — a
purée of canned San Marzano tomatoes with garlic,
onions and spices — is cooked constantly, as the
restaurant goes through two litres a day.
“Everyone’s fallen in love with it,” she says of the
popular jam that’s served alongside Charcut burgers and fries. “We get lots of requests for the recipe.”
Continued on page 20

INGREDIENT OF THE MONTH

Piri-Piri
Hot sauce remains a hot seller and “piri-piri” is among the hot peppers — and spicy condiments — of
choice. Both a particular hot pepper from Africa and a Portuguese sauce based on that tiny burst of heat,
the term “piri-piri” or “peri-peri” refers to a small, extremely hot red pepper, also called the African bird’s
eye chili. But, when it comes to the traditional Portuguese sauce, the recipe can vary. While it’s said the
Portuguese brought the fiery condiment from their colonies in Mozambique and Angola, not all piri-piri
sauces are searing hot. Chef Connie DeSousa of Charcut in Calgary uses her grandmother’s recipe —
fermenting garlic, parsley and ground hot Shepherd peppers in salt and preserving the mixture under
olive oil. A Food Network recipe from chef Emeril Lagasse includes jalapeño and poblano peppers,
cooked with crushed red pepper and garlic in plenty of olive oil. Many versions on the web include a fair
amount of fresh lemon juice, too. Montreal’s Piri-Piri Rotisserie Portuguese marinates its rotisserie
chicken with a “subtle, yet flavourful, piri-piri sauce” made with imported whole piri-piri peppers from
Africa, while Australian chain Oporto, new to the U.S., serves its chicken burgers with a signature spicy
Aussie-style piri-piri sauce. Look for a new African-inspired piri-piri sauce at Extreme Pita, too.
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these condiments,” says DeSousa. “The syrup from
our sweet pickled sour cherries goes into a refreshing house cherry soda, and the spicy carrot vinegar
gives a nice kick to our green salad.”
The oils in those salad dressings are sourced
from Sky Hawk Olive Oil, friends in California who
cold press their organic olives, some together with
citrus fruits from their orchard. “They produce
phenomenally clean lemon oil,” says DeSousa, who
uses it in the signature Tuna Conserva, preserved in
a small canning jar and served with a simple arugu-

Hot sauce remains a “hot” seller, according to a Technomic survey
where 39 per cent of respondents said they “like it” but only use it
on certain foods, while 26 per cent said they “love it” and use it on
a variety of foods. As a bonus, popular hot sauces, such as
Tabasco, are low in sodium.

While DeSousa shares her recipes, many don’t.
Just as there are “secret sauces” in the fast-food
world, there are secrets around just how those
sauces are made (or where they are sourced). Many
operators say they are buying pre-made sauces or
creating their signature sauces by combining a variety of pre-made condiments.
“Our Extreme Sauce is incredibly popular,” says
Craig Walker, director of Product Development for
Extreme Pita, describing the chain’s kitchen-sink

combination of mayonnaise flavoured with garlic,
horseradish, Dijon mustard and spicy barbecue
sauce. “It was developed originally for a steak sandwich, but it’s great on chicken and has recently
migrated to Mucho Burrito, our sister brand,
because it’s just such a great sauce.”
The Ontario-based Extreme Pita uses its stable
of creative sauces — from bourbon-chipotle-pepper sauce to pepita-mole sauce — to take a traditional Middle-Eastern pita wrap into new ethnic
territory. “It’s a ‘flavours-of-the-world’ concept,”
says Walker. “We have 18 different sauces and four
spreads. You can take that pita and make any creation you want, just by changing the protein and
the sauce.”
Extreme Pita uses some sauces direct from suppliers and has others custom-made, always looking
for “low-calorie, reduced-fat or low-sodium” versions. “If we don’t have it made, we create it ourselves,” Walker says, noting its aiolis are made with
yogurt or sour cream and fresh herbs.
Healthy options are another trend when it
comes to sauces. According to Technomic, 43 per
cent of recent survey respondents want low-fat
choices, and 29 per cent are looking for low-sodium dressings and condiments.
While “hold the mayo” was once a popular way
to cut calories, today mayonnaise trails only barbecue sauce and mustard as the topping of choice for
sandwiches and burgers on Canadian menus.
Garlic aioli is the 10th most popular topping,
showing a 140-per-cent increase in menu penetration this year, and, according to “Datassential
MenuTrends,” Canada’s March 2012 report, aioli
and chipotle mayonnaise have also grown in popularity, each up more than 113 per cent since 2007.
Many fine-dining restaurants create their own

SUPPLY SIDE

The increased incidence of condiments is noticeable at Hellmann’s. “We are seeing a rise in share
platters and starters, and with it comes the increased demand for dipping sauces,” says Kyla Turoi,
corporate chef for Unilever Food Solutions and Hellmann’s Mayonnaise. It may be products such as
Hellmann’s Half the Fat mayonnaise that are giving these creamy sauces more appeal. Hellmann’s uses
free-run eggs and offers several gluten-free dressings for foodservice, says Turoi, including Grapefruit
Ginger, Chardonnay and Tangerine Balsamic that double as dressings or dips. Its Real Sauces line
includes popular flavours for dipping, from Ancho Chipotle and Horseradish Dijon to Creamy Pesto and
Red Pepper Basil.
For more information, on other condiments, vinegars, oils and sauces, visit unileverfoodsolutions.ca,
frenchsfoodservice.ca, Heinz.ca and tabasco.com, or for a full supplier list, visit foodserviceworld.com
and click on Buyer’s Guide.
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Piller’s proudly introduces a new favourite.

GLUTEN FREE
LACTOSE FREE

Are your hotdog sales bouncing around in the Minor leagues?
Switch to Piller’s Ball Park® wieners and your sales will reach
All-Star status in the Major leagues! Ball Park® Original and
All Beef wieners are crafted with a great taste by the trusted
sausage makers at Piller’s Fine Foods.
Call Piller’s Foodservice for your All-Star lineup of Ball Park® wieners.
www.pillersfoodservice.com

Mustard crosses geographic and
gender lines, but is most popular
with those aged 35 to 64, reports
the Atlanta-based Association of
Dressings and Condiments.

salad dressings and vinaigrettes using specialty oils
such as cold-pressed canola oil, avocado oil or
hazelnut and special fruit- or herb-infused vinegars
from artisan or local suppliers. It’s healthy
Manitoba hemp seed oil on the plate at Fude in
Winnipeg. At Jamie Kennedy’s Gilead in Toronto,
the vinaigrettes include local Kozlick mustard, and
at Raymond’s in St. John’s, N.L., chef Jeremy
Charles might whisk in a bit of his local cranberry
compote. And, while it was the exotic Pear
Gorgonzola Vinaigrette Dressing from Litehouse
that took the Association for Dressings and Sauces
prize for Dressing of the Year in November,
Technomic’s “MenuTrends Canada” found old standbys still reign on most Canadian menus. Caesar
dressing is the most popular in Canada by far with
more than two-thirds of restaurants surveyed serving
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it, with vinaigrette at 38.1 per cent, Balsamic at 23.3
per cent and Sesame and Ranch nearly tied at 10.5
per cent and 10.3 per cent respectively.
When it comes to tomato-based sauces, “MenuTrends Canada” found salsa outpaced Ketchup
nearly four to one, while barbecue sauce remains
the top choice for burgers and sandwiches.
According to Agriculture and Agri-food Canada’s
December 2011 Sauces, Dressings and Condiments
report, artisinal food products are the fastest-growing
segment in the foodservice industry.
A special salad dressing can create loyal customers and, in some cases, can become so popular
that it literally takes over the business. The dressing
that customers once carried home in wine bottles
from Ernie and Mary Heurlimann’s tiny restaurant,
Boccalino Grotto, in Canmore, Alta., is now a
Canadian salad sensation. “If you go to Switzerland, every chef makes a variation of this dressing,”
says Mary of the light mayonnaise dressing, emulsified with beef stock. “Over there, it’s known as
French dressing.”
Now sold in the fresh produce departments of
supermarkets across Canada, the Boccalino Grotto
dressing line includes Ernie’s original house dressing,
and Caesar, Basil Garlic and Lemon Pepper flavours.
The couple has sold the restaurant to concentrate on
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1-877- 620-6082
info@smartserve.ca
www.smartserve.ca

Flavour wings f lock to.
Discover the line of core dressings from Hellmann’s®.
Made with really delicious ingredients like chunky blue cheese
and the kind of f lavour that can’t help but draw attention.
www.unileverfoodsolutions.ca/dressings
©2012 Unilever Food Solutions. Trade-mark owned or used under licence by Unilever Food Solutions, Toronto, Ontario, M4W 3R2

According to Technomic
research, Ketchup is
the number-1 burger
condiment for 60 per cent
of men and 72 per cent
of women

their salad dressings, which are served in prestigious places such as the Fairmont’s Banff
Springs Hotel and Chateau Lake Louise.
With his Nonna Pia’s Balsamic Reductions, Chef Norm Strim of Whistler, B.C., is
part of that artisanal condiment trend, too.
“I’m a chef by trade myself, so I appreciate
the flavour of true reductions,” says Strim
who reduces six-year-old balsamic vinegars
imported from Modena for six hours with
fresh strawberries and figs, or herbs such as
rosemary, to create signature flavours. His

Smokin’ Made Simple with
Professional Pellet-Fired Smokers, Charbroilers, Grills and Electric Smoker Ovens

100% Wood Pellet Fired
Rotisserie Smokers
/P HBT OFFEFE UP PQFSBUF  SFEVDJOH ZPVS GVFM DPTUT
ESBNBUJDBMMZBOEHJWJOHZPVSDVTUPNFSTBXPPE
TNPLFEUBTUF"WBJMBCMFJOTJ[FTXJUIPQUJPOBMUSBJMFS
TNPLFDPPLVQUPMCT
(Shown: FEC750 and FEC300 with optional trailer)

100% Wood Pellet Fired Charbroilers
5IF mSTU QFMMFUmSFE DIBSCSPJMFS PO UIF NBSLFU )BT
UIF DPOTJTUFODZ PG HBT BOE UIF nBWPS PG SFBM XPPE
TNPLF&MJNJOBUFTUIFQSPCMFNTPGMBDLPGnBWPS IFBU
JODPOTJTUFODZ GVFMTUPSBHF BOEBTIEJTQPTBM"WBJMBCMF
JOTJ[FTXJUIPQUJPOBMMJE
(Shown: 48” Charbroiler and 24” Charbroiler with optional lid)

Electric SmartSmoker Ovens
&MFDUSJDBMMZQPXFSFEBOEEJHJUBMMZDPOUSPMMFETBZHPPE
CZF UP ##2 CBCZTJUUJOH 6TFT XPPE DIVOLT UP HJWF
TNPLZnBWPSUPGPPET"WBJMBCMFJOTJ[FTTNPLFDPPL
VQUPMCT
(Shown: SM360 and SM260)

Introducing the FEC120,

Our TOP PICK for RESTAURANTS!
Just like every Cookshack and Fast Eddy’s by Cookshack smoker and charbroiler,
the FEC120 comes with a 2-Year Limited Warranty and 30-Day Money Back Guarantee.

Shop online at COOKSHACK.COM
or call TOLL-FREE 1-800-423-0698 to order today!
/"TI4Ut1PODB$JUZ 0,ttXXXDPPLTIBDLDPNtTBMFT!DPPLTIBDLDPN
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reductions, named for his Italian grandmother, are gluten-free, unlike many balsamic-based sauces and glazes that contain thickeners, he says.
Strim cooked up the idea for his popular
condiments while on a shopping trip to Italy
with his former employer, Earl’s Restaurants.
Amazed by the rich flavour and viscosity of
the 100-year-old traditionally aged Italian
balsamico, he was determined to recreate an
affordable facsimile in his own kitchen.
Strim’s balsamic reductions are sold in
glass or plastic squeeze bottles, perfect, he
says, for drizzling over salads, grilled vegetables and meats, even vanilla ice cream. His
latest infusion — with fresh ginger and
lemon juice — is great on chicken wings or
even sushi, he says.
While Strim markets his reductions as
“finishing sauces,” bartenders love them,
too. The Four Seasons Whistler has created
a 100-Mile “Feel-the-Beet” cocktail with
Nonna Pia strawberry fig reduction, combining it with beet-infused Schramm gin
from nearby Pemberton and fresh local
strawberry purée. Whistler’s Alta Bistro
adds a splash of the balsamic reduction to
its cocktails — whether it’s the sparkling
strawberry mimosa or a bourbon-and-balsamic take on a whisky sour.
For Andrew Keen, corporate executive
chef at Chop Steakhouse + Bar, a new premium casual chain with six locations in
Western Canada and another opening in
Toronto this year, creating a good sauce is an
art. Whether it’s crab and shrimp cakes with
basil aioli ($12.50), steak bites with sweet
Dijon barbecue dip and horseradish aioli
($12.75), or crisp onion rings with white
truffle aioli ($8), Keen says sauces let customers take risks. “With condiments you
can go outside the box, as long as there’s
something familiar on the plate,” says Keen
who’s working on a fresh basil aioli for the
Chop burger and offers a warm chutneylike apple bourbon salsa with pork chops.
“If it was all about truffles, it might not
work, but it’s onion rings.”
Keen admits it’s impractical to make all
sauces from scratch and maintain consistency in a busy chain, and bases his “aioli” sauces
on “a good quality commercial mayonnaise.”
He adds: “But if you start with a good mayonnaise and a really, really good relish, and
fold in some nice mustard and fresh lemon
juice, you can create something quite divine,”
he says. And, if diners are unsure, they can
just ask for a little “on the side.”
●
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NEW
Gems

Curing is nature’s way of putting the sweet into sweet potatoes. So after harvest, our sweet
potatoes cure right on the farm. Then, at the peak of sweetness, they’re ready to become
Simplot Sweets. With perfect color and flavor every time, pleasing patrons just got sweeter.
Learn more about our 3 new cuts at simplotfoods.com/sweets.

NEW
Shoestring

©2012 Simplot

See the full story
on your smartphone.

NEW
Skin-on Slims

Get the free mobile app
at http://gettag.mobi

PROFILE

PEANUT BUTTER, STRIP BACON AND FRESH
banana slices slathered on bread was Elvis Presley’s
favourite snack, so why not pile the same ingredients
atop a juicy Canadian beef burger, sandwich it between
a whole-wheat bun and call it the Hunka Hunka
Burnin’ Love? That’s what the team at The Works
Gourmet Burger Bistro did.
The Burnin’ Love is just a taste of the 70 burger
ingredient combinations and six patty choices (beef,
chicken, turkey, elk, veggie or Portobello mushroom
cap) that pepper this Ottawa-born chain’s menu. The
kitchen team also turns out sandwiches, salad, poutine,
beer, wine, fruit juices, floats and nearly 40 milkshakes
— from chocolate to orange coconut — served in measuring cups. Where possible, the food is sourced in
Canada — from potatoes, milk and cheese, to beef from
Orillia, Ont., and elk from Kanata, Ont. Continued on pg. 31
PHOTOGRAPHY BY MARGARET MULLIGAN

INTHE

WORKS
The Works Gourmet Burger Bistro
is invading Canadian neighbourhoods as national
expansion kicks into overdrive
BY BRIANNE BINELLI
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TEAM BUILDING:
(left to right) Sean Bell,
Andy O’Brien and
Bruce Miller took over
The Works Gourmet
Burger Bistro in 2010
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www.thechefshouse.com

Ontario Hostelry Institute will present the 23rd, annual,

From the dining room
From the dining room to the
to the washroom, we’ll
washroom, we’ll stock paper, soap
stock paper, soap and air care
and air care for a sparkling clean
for a sparkling clean guest
guest experience.
experience.

Our microfibre towels
absorb six times as much
as cotton.
Custom floor mats –
the view from down
here is clean too.

The quality
your–
Custom
floorofmats
uniforms
should
the view
frommatch
down the
quality
hereof
is your
cleanservice.
too.

How about our menu
of choices: rent, lease
or purchase?

We set the table for
success. Nothing says
bon appétit like our cleanly
pressed linens.

Clean is in the Details
For a clean you can count on, from people
you can count on, go to Canadianuniform.com
or even better, call us at 1-855-780-0922.
People You Can Count On.

But the food is just one part of the equation, decor
is another. The factory-inspired setting varies slightly
from community to community. In Kingston, Ont.,
the bistro is decorated with a faux window with bars
that offers a view of Lake Ontario, drawn from the
sight line of an inmate at the Kingston Penitentiary; in
Oakville, Ont., the former 19th-century shipyard space
is reflected in a mural of what looks like an old brick
wall falling away to a mural of the Oakville Lighthouse.
What remains the same at each “shop” is fresh food,
inspired service and a community connection.
Ion Aimers, the founder, recognized consumers
were hungry for change when he launched the brand
in 2001. “I saw people shifting from Chevy Cavaliers to
Audis, Sealtest to Häagen-Dazs, and I knew there was
suddenly a market for quality,” the entrepreneur told
the Ottawa Citizen in 2007. “I thought if I could bring
the hamburger experience back to the basics of meat
over fire and remind people my age of the way things
used to be, I might have a chance.”
Nearly 10 years later, Andy O’Brien, Bruce Miller
and Sean Bell, bought into the model. After working
together for years, at Mars Canada and Montana’s
Cookhouse, O’Brien shared his plan to own a business. So, in the midst of the recession, the trio quit
their jobs to realize a dream. “[We] scoured the market — over 200 restaurant concepts — to find one
that’s a credible regional gem that we could take
across Canada,” recalls Miller, the brand’s VP of
Marketing and Construction, of the company that
offered more than access to the booming gourmet
burger market. “[The Works] was incredibly attractive from so many perspectives, but particularly on
the financial side,” says Bell, VP of Finance,
Procurement, speaking of the burger bistro’s small
footprint and cost-effective build-outs that translate
to a competitive top-line.
There was one snag: Aimers. “When I called him
up, he was not interested in selling,” says O’Brien,
current president and CEO. “Then we had a couple
of meetings, and, he realized, while we shared the
same values for food and for guest passion, I probably had a different skill set than him and could
bring it across Canada.”
The determination has paid off. Average unit volume sales are $1.7 million, representing an average
of 200+ burgers sold per day, per unit (among other
F&B sales) at sites that range in size from 2,000 to
3,000 sq. ft with an average of 75 to 85 seats. And
2012 marks the beginning of national expansion,
with plans to grow from the current 13 stores to
approximately 25 by the year’s end and eventually 50
in the next few years.
So far, the new ownership team has added seven
shops to the original six, including new restos in
Ontario neighbourhoods close to their hearts. The
chain has entered London (where Bell grew up),
Kingston (where O’Brien has family ties) and
FOODSERVICEWORLD.COM

Fresh from the Grill
The Works Gourmet Burger Bistro’s beef patties are hand-pressed and cooked to 165˚F for 20
minutes. “We have developed a round steel press, so every burger gets weighed so [it’s] eight
ounces, and then we hand press it,” says Andy O’Brien, president and CEO, while speaking
of the burgers that he compares to steak. The Works menus are generally consistent, but each
location has burgers named after local celebrities. In London, the Smokin’ Joe is named after
the city’s mayor, Joe Fontana. It includes chipotle Ketchup, caramelized onions, havarti and
double-smoked bacon.

Waterloo (where Miller grew up).
Moving forward, additional sites are planned in
Ontario, with negotiations in progress across the
country — from Edmonton to Calgary and Halifax.
And, with more than 400 franchise requests a year,
there’s no shortage of interest. “The great thing
about our concept is the price point,” explains Bell.
“The cost to build [a store] ranges from $530,000 to
$690,000, which means the franchisee only requires
$300,000 to $350,000 of unencumbered capital. The
balance is generally funded through a government
backed loan called the CSBFL, Canadian Small
Business Financing Loan, which is offered by most,
if not all chartered banks.” But it’s not just about
the money. O’Brien looks for potential franchisees
who have foodservice experience and work, rather
than just invest, in their first restaurant. That model
fits with the most important deciding factor: brand
fit. “If they don’t like classic rock ‘n’ roll music, or
they don’t eat burgers, then this is probably not the
business for them,” says the CEO, of the shops that
only play classic rock.
Kris Hunt and his friend, Ian Roden, were a fit.
The London shop owners were so inspired to be
part of the brand they moved from Halifax to
Roden’s hometown of Ottawa, after graduating
from Dalhousie University, to take jobs as dishwashers at The Works. “That was our full-time job,”
explains Hunt. “Our goal was to be owners, so we
started as dishwashers, then cooks, then we served,
then we managed.”
Three years later, the duo reached their potential,

SAY WHAT?
As part of the company
culture, Works Gourmet
Burger Bistro employees
are given nicknames. Kris
Hunt, a London shop
owner, has been dubbed
Buzz Lightbeer since he
resembles Toy Story’s,
Buzz Lightyear. Andy
O’Brien, president and
CEO, is Chief Burgerhead;
Bruce Miller, VP of
Marketing and
Construction, is Kamikaze
and Sean Bell, VP of
Finance, Procurement,
is More Cowbell.
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FASTFACT
Craving a fish burger?
The Works Gourmet
Burger Bistro fish patty
could soon be in the
pipeline thanks to demand
from Halifax residents,
home of one of the
chain’s next bistros.

EVERY COMPANY IS UNIQUE.
THAT’S WHY OUR ADVICE IS
CUSTOMIZED TO FIT YOUR BUSINESS.
Strong relationships with over 1,000 leisure and hospitality clients
across Canada have proven our commitment.

BDO. MORE THAN YOU THINK.

Assurance | Accounting | Tax | Advisory
www.bdo.ca

BDO Canada LLP, a Canadian limited liability partnership, is a member of BDO
International Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee, and forms part of the
international BDO network of independent member firms. BDO is the brand name
for the BDO network and for each of the BDO Member Firms.
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opening the first London Works location. “I
couldn’t be happier. It’s worked out exactly how I
wanted, and it challenges me every day. It’s a
product I really love selling,” says Hunt. “Burgers
have always been my favourite food. Since I was
a kid, it was the only thing I ordered when I
went out, so it’s a natural fit for me.”
Hunt certainly isn’t the only one who loves
burgers (or the brand). The full-service restaurant equally attracts males and females as well
as families, university and college kids, 18-35
year-olds and seniors. It’s why Aimers’ community-based approach was important to keep
alive. “Our biggest challenge was to make sure
we continued to grow The Works in a true
Works fashion, which is neighbourhood by
neighbourhood,” recalls Miller. “We are not a
chain; we talk about ourselves as being a collection of community bistros.”
The community feel is integral to the brand,
with each franchise supporting local charities.
“In today’s world where corporate responsibility is often nothing more than a line item or a
budgetary item, which isn’t taken very seriously,
it’s part of our DNA,” explains Miller of the
restaurant’s community-service mandate. In
March, for example, the entire team celebrated
the brand’s 10th anniversary by giving out free
burgers in exchange for customer donations.
“There was massive demand and lineups,” said
O’Brien of the event that raised more than
$19,000 for several charities. For example, The
London Shop supported the Alzheimer Society,
The Kingston Shop donated to Kingston Special
Olympics and Guelph gave to Habitat for
Humanity Wellington County.
Aside from the food and community commitment, the service culture within each bistro
is also essential. There’s a training program to
teach servers about the food and the brand,
but, it’s about more than that. “We let them be
themselves,” explains O’Brien. “We tell them:
‘Go out of your way to do whatever you think
is the right thing to do to make sure your
guests are happy.’”
The integration of professional systems, such as
operating manuals, store-opening teams and new
opening processes as well as food specs that can
be tracked network-wide have helped bring that
collective vision to fruition. And, anyone brought
on board the team is encouraged to learn more.
“We are very transparent, we are very open,” says
O’Brien. “We should all be singing from the same
song sheet.” In fact, don’t be surprised if you find
O’Brien, Miller and Bell huddled in the new
Oakville location having a beer while chowing
down on their favourite burgers — a Cracker
Jack, Kamikaze and Hunka Hunka Burnin’ Love
— while grooving to “Jailhouse Rock.”
●
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A Study in Style
Three renowned design firms dissect
their latest Canadian restaurant projects
Customer appetites are growing, but it’s no longer enough
to satiate a discerning palate. Today’s consumers expect a complete
dining experience in a comfortable, visually appealing restaurant
that shows a respect for the environment, both aesthetically and
practically. That’s why this year’s style issue features insights from
three high-profile design teams who recently created (or recreated)
foodservice sites from three different segments. Toronto’s Munge
Leung recounts the details from its design of Vancouver’s
Hawksworth Restaurant, San Francisco’s Tesser recalls its inspiration
for the system-wide Wendy’s International redesign and Toronto’s
Hirschberg Design Group Inc. explains its contribution to the
one-week, low-budget redesign of Brampton, Ont.’s Bombay Palace.
Find out how each firm was challenged within their design
constraints before ultimately satisfying their clients’ needs.
Case studies by representatives at Munge Leung,
Tesser, and Hirschberg Design Group Inc.
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Award-winning innovation and design

Intelligent thinking
inside the box.

Indigo Series: Intelligent thinking inside the box.
Introducing the award-winning Manitowoc Indigo™ Series Ice Machines featuring the EasyRead™
display with built-in Intelligent Diagnostics. In fact, everything about this machine is easier on you.
Thoughtful features like automatic cleaning and descaling. We know, the less time you spend
thinking about your ice machine the better. That’s why we made one that thinks for you.

Thirsty for more? Talk with Manitowoc® Ice.
1-920-682-0161 | ManitowocIce.com
©2012 Manitowoc Ice All Rights Reserved

Hawksworth Restaurant
THE DETAILS

Hawksworth Restaurant, located within
the Rosewood Hotel Georgia in
Vancouver, marks David Hawksworth’s
restaurant debut. The new space celebrates the province’s cultural diversity
and fresh regional produce, reflecting
the chef ’s enthusiasm for contemporary Canadian cuisine.
THE CHALLENGE

The challenge involved in the restaurant’s design included working within
Hotel Georgia’s heritage building structure, while incorporating the underlying theme of elegance and sophistication that accurately represented
Hawksworth’s cuisine. The end result:
Hawksworth is comprised of three distinct rooms, each employing a different
theme and specific dining experience,

THE BREAKDOWN



Key Design Materials and
Focal Points:
• European-inspired archways
• custom-designed sculpted ceiling
• custom-designed Venetian plaster
relief (faux-finish) by graphic artist
• custom-designed crystal chandelier
• two-way fireplace connecting the
Pearl Room to the Bar Lounge
• 3D artwork by local Vancouver
artist Rodney Graham
• leather upholstered bar façade
• granite stone top in the Bar
Lounge area
• antiqued leather-upholstered seating
• bronze mirror, reflected glass, metal
allowing the restaurant to function as a
veritable chameleon, offering a range of
dining experiences to suit specific

WARM ELEGANCE:

Hawksworth Restaurant’s Pearl
Room is accented with a custom
Venetian plaster relief faux-finish

THE FACTS

banquette seating)

Street, Vancouver (inside Rosewood

Designer: Munge Leung

Project Owners: David Hawksworth;

Hotel Georgia)

Project Size: 2,950 square feet

Delta Land Development

Completion Date: May 2011

Seats: approximately 114 (including

Project Address: 801 West Georgia

Budget: $4.5 Million
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WIDE APPEAL:

From the connecting archways of the Pearl Room,
to the abstract art on the
walls in the Art Room, to the
granite stone top in the Bar
Lounge, simple elegance is
key to the Hawksworth
Restaurant design

moods and occasions. The restaurant’s
three feature rooms are The Pearl
Room, The (Rodney Graham) Art
Room and The Bar Lounge.
The intent was to create an elegant,
timeless and welcoming space featuring
a fresh colour palette. The design incorporates deep, European-influenced transitional archways connecting the three
rooms, allowing visitors a moment to
familiarize themselves with each room’s
look and feel before transitioning to the
next. The dining rooms were designed
to suit specific meal times — the Art
Room and Bar Lounge are more appropriate for casual, daytime dining, while
the Pearl Room serves as a backdrop for
elegant evening meals.
Designed to exude elegance and
sophistication, the Pearl Room features
a custom-designed sculptured ceiling,
iridescent Venetian plaster-relief wall
finishes, a custom chandelier, and two
double-sided fireplaces connecting the
Pearl Room to the Bar Lounge. The
furnishings in the Pearl Room were
chosen to convey a clean and simple
profile — acting as a canvas for the
dishes presented. There is an undeniable glam factor about this room that
connects the restaurant to the overall
design theme of the hotel, which plays
on the 1940s heyday of art-deco with a
unique modern personality.
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The Art Room features a vibrant,
signature art piece, which sets the
room’s tone — its scale and presence
symbolize the success of the Canadian
artist and the success of Hawksworth’s
cuisine and reputation in the international food and beverage industry. This
room was designed to feel contemporary and minimalist, accenting the art
piece, while representing local artist,
Rodney Graham’s body of work. The
leather seating is the same as the furnishings in the Pearl Room but the
darker finishes complement a more
casual environment. The central lighting fixture was designed to resemble a
hanging art sculpture — an authentic
Serge Mouille-designed six-arm ceiling
lamp circa the 1960s.
As the social meeting place for the
hotel, the Bar Lounge conveys a masculine charm with a leather-panelled,
chrome-rimmed, granite-topped bar.
With Wenge-finished wood accents,
bronzed antique mirrors and a custommade sculptured ceiling, each design
aspect within the Bar Lounge has its own
special details to engage patrons. The
colour palette is decadent and sophisticated, reflecting the wines and spirits
served in the Lounge, accented by rich
millwork and the granite stone bar-top.

THE END RESULT

Each design element was chosen to add
depth and appeal to the senses. The
furnishings were custom-designed to
complement the elegance and sophistication of the interiors. The designer
wanted patrons to forge a connection
with their environment and appreciate
its touch and feel.
Since opening in May 2011,
Hawksworth has received rave reviews
from some of the country’s top food
critics; it’s also landed on many “musttry” tourism lists. Chef Hawksworth
envisioned a restaurant that respected
its roots, was highly efficient, yet accurately mirrored the originality and
excitement brought to his cuisine. The
design elements combined with original
artworks embody the chef ’s creativity,
making Hawksworth one of the country’s best modern fine-dining rooms.
Established in 1997, by partners
Alessandro Munge and Sai Leung,
Munge Leung is an international awardwinning Toronto-based firm.
It has been recognized for providing
sophisticated design solutions to a diverse
palette of projects, ranging from luxury
hotels and high-end condominium developments, to specialty restaurants and
popular nightclub venues. For more
details, visit mungeleung.com. ●
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THE FACTS
Designer:
Tesser
Project Size:
2,950 square
feet
Project
Owner:
Wendy’s
International
Seats: approximately 60
Project
Address:
Across Canada
Completion
Date: October
2011



Budget: Not

Wendy’s, UltraModern prototype
THE DETAILS

The goal of this project was to move
the Wendy’s chain forward with a contemporary edge without abandoning
quality and tradition. Initially Tesser
was commissioned to build one prototype, but Wendy’s opted to build all
four of the design company’s concepts
— UltraModern, Urban,
Contemporary and Traditional —
concurrently, in different markets.

the walls pay homage to the company’s
founder, Dave Thomas, displaying
quotes, such as “Quality is our recipe.”
The old serpentine order line is
reconfigured to improve the flow and
influence perception about the wait
time for nosh that isn’t “typical” fast
food. Pre-order menu boards, similar
to those at a drive-thru, have been
implemented inside so diners can
decide what they want before arriving
at the point of sale. Digital menu and

THE CHALLENGE

The four designs complemented one
another with one theme inspired by the
brand’s core values: real, fresh and
wholesome. Each design concept was
inspired by iconic agricultural architecture, while pushing the brand forward
and highlighting the quality of the food.
Wendy’s commissioned the UltraModern prototype design for Canada
and Ohio, where its head office is based.
This design focuses on the idea of transparency and features big windows and
an expansive open kitchen. Meanwhile,

FOODSERVICEWORLD.COM

provided

THE BREAKDOWN



Key Design Materials and
Focal Points
• wood, imported tiles, natural
limestone, bronze, rich fabrics
• Gedatsu Silestone quartz
countertops
• Jatoba wood flooring
• Zodiac Indus Red quartz
• Crossville Mainstreet Gallery
Grey
• open kitchen
• re-flowed point of sale
• five distinct seating areas

INSPIRED:

Tesser was encouraged to
create a Wendy’s design
prototype that reinforced
the brand’s core values:
real, fresh and wholesome
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promotion boards also offer “just-intime” messaging and tell the freshness
story. Three distinct zones have been
created at the counter — order, beverage and pick-up — this separates cash
from food and reinforces Wendy’s commitment to cleanliness. As an added
perk, a new specialty beverage station
features coffee drinks, new variations of
the classic Frosty and two Freestyle
Coca-Cola machines where customers
can select “mixtures of flavours of CocaCola branded products.” The kitchens
have been opened up to support
Wendy’s commitment to fresh food and
display its fresh produce. Fresh-baked
goods are featured near the cashier,
including cookies baking in an oven
behind the counter. The result is faster
ordering and fulfillment that contributes to driving the sales of desired
SKUs and contributing to positive ROI.
When it comes to seating, five distinct zones reinforce a welcoming feel
and appeal to different uses and customer preferences. There’s a fireplace
with a dual-sided lounge area, two-top

BRAND APPEAL:

Wendy’s new UltraModern prototype design
features five distinct
seating areas and wall
quotes that drive the
brand message

A special invitation from…

Ra Caa
TO ATTEND THE BUSINESS EVENT OF THE YEAR!
Join industry colleagues at the Top 100/Top 50 Awards Breakfast and
2012 Green Summit.
•
•
•
•

ENJOY a Networking Hot Breakfast
DISCOVER who are this year’s Top 100/50 Award winners
FIND OUT how the industry’s leaders are going green
SHARE Best Practises

Don’t miss this information-packed event. Register today!
Order your tickets online at: http://bit.ly/kmlgreenevent
Sincerely,

Rosanna, Caira,
Editor & Publisher
Kostuch Media Ltd.
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June 22, 2012
The Westin Prince Hotel,
Toronto
7:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
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tables, high-top tables, a high-top
counter with electric outlets to plug in
devices (a Wi-Fi bar) and more booths,
including one for a family.
The chain’s “real and fresh” quality
ethos is executed by highlighting natural
materials such as exterior “wood-look”
imported tiles, natural limestone,
bronze and rich fabrics. The order
counter is made of Gedatsu Silestone
quartz, the cabinetry is clad in Jatoba
wood flooring from the Flooring Group,
and Zodiac Indus Red quartz countertops cover the Wi-Fi Bar, Landing Zone
and the equipment shroud. Underfoot a
warm grey linear tile by Crossville
Mainstreet Gallery, covers the floor.
It was challenging to incorporate
these changes into a remodelling package that makes a substantial impact. It
was important that the modularity and
adaptability of the elements developed
were recognizable to the consumer and
supported the brand with a balance
between cost and appearance. In a subsequent Value Engineering phase, the
challenge was to reduce 50 per cent of

the cost while keeping the quality and
original design intent intact. This was
accomplished by more selective material choices and less structural changes to
the buildings.

focus on quality.
The goal of Wendy’s head-office
team wasn’t to just create a new façade,
the client wanted category-changing
ideas that Tesser was happy to help
make reality.

THE END RESULT

The goal was to create a balanced modern design that showcased Wendy’s traditional values of wholesome quality.
High-impact exteriors beckon customers to see what’s new; the remodelled interiors encourage them to stay
awhile. The design firm succeeded in
its goal to impact the entire customer
experience while maintaining Wendy’s

Since 1993, Tesser has been building
powerful brands by focusing on longterm brand value and results-driven
design programs. Based in San Francisco, the firm’s clients include Denny’s,
KFC, Ben & Jerry’s, Chili’s, Del Taco,
Popeyes, Baja Fresh, Cost Plus World
Market and more. For more details, visit
tesser.com. ●

Visit G.E.T.’s Booth #4831 at the NRA Show in Chicago, May 5-8, 2012
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LOOK
BEAUTY of China
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Choose from generous-sized to petite-sized bowls and platters to meet all of your buffet

needs. G.E.T.'s displayware is so finely crafted, you will never believe it is made from durable,
break-resistant melamine. Get the look and beauty of china without the expense.
You will love what it does for your bottom line.

Wide Selection of Break-Resistant, Commercial Quality Melamine Products

Quality is our First Name; Excellent Service is our Priority!

G.E.T. Enterprises, LLC • www.get-melamine.com • Tel: 713.467.9394 • Fax: 713.467.9396

KEEPING IT REAL:

Revamped lighting, a
new buffet layout, and
a new wall treatment
contribute to an
updated economical
redesign at Bombay
Palace

Bombay Palace
THE DETAILS

Established in 1979, Bombay Palace in
Brampton, Ont., is home to an Indian
buffet in the dining room and grand
parties and receptions in a large banquet hall.
THE CHALLENGE

When Bombay Palace owner, Manprit
Singh, approached Toronto’s
Hirschberg Design Group Inc. (HDG)
last year he was satisfied with the
bright and airy hall, but he felt the
THE BREAKDOWN



Key Design Materials and
Focal Points
• engineered wood flooring
• wall treatment
• updated mirrored panel
• painted old wood-panelled
beams
• new upholstery, U-shaped bench
• wine display cabinet
• new buffet layout

FOODSERVICEWORLD.COM

smaller, 85-seat dining room
needed updating. At almost
1,500 square feet, the dining
room/restaurant had an old,
dark look with a traditional
Indian ambiance, which needed a refresh. Singh wanted to
attract a younger clientele, without
alienating his established customer
base. HDG faced two challenges: to
make the restaurant look fresh on a
limited budget and to renovate with
as little down time as possible.
The combination of materials,
colours, textures, furniture and lighting
communicated the client’s particular
message to appeal to a changing,
younger, more contemporary dining
public and HDG created a cost-effective, innovative dining room/restaurant
concept that matched his ideas. For his
part, the client didn’t agonize over the
details, but, by sharing his vision, a
concept emerged that expressed
warmth and reflected his personality.
To keep costs down, finishes, materials



THE FACTS
Designer Name:
Hirschberg Design
Group Inc. (HDG)
Project Size: 1,500
square feet
Seats: 85
Project Owner:
Manprit Singh
Project Address:
200 Advance Blvd.,
Brampton, Ont.
Completion Date:
December 2011
Budget: $135,000
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and lighting were selected to reflect a
sense of quality, but at a lower cost, and
the client was able to accomplish a significant cost reduction by acting as his
own contractor. By hiring skilled workers himself and managing the site, the
renovation cost $100,000 less than he’d
been quoted by the general contractor.
The design didn’t require major
structural or safety changes, so a building permit wasn’t necessary and the
renovations quickly got underway.
Extensive scheduling and planning was
conducted before construction to
increase efficiency.
New engineered wood flooring has
replaced old, worn-out carpeting and
a new wall treatment of painted wood
cut-out appliqués, mounted over drywall to add texture and create shadow
patterns, has replaced dark wood panelling. An existing mirrored panel wall
has also been updated and incorporated into the new design by concealing
some sections and revealing others, giving dimension to the walls and the illusion of space. New copper- and blackfinished suspended lighting in a variety
of shapes highlights the existing central
bulkhead. Meanwhile, old, dark woodpanelled beams have been repainted to
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of the buffet and position of the service
bar. The new buffet layout has created
better customer traffic flow and has the
capacity to service the event hall on the
opposite side of the restaurant through
huge sliding partition doors.
The overall colour scheme combines
the cool and calm of modern white
with the spicy jewel tones reminiscent
of India. Ruby reds, burnished coppers
and fiery oranges warm up the surroundings.
THE END RESULT

blend in with the ceiling, creating a
brighter contemporary look. New
upholstery freshens up the existing
benches and an U-shaped bench offers
seating for a large group of customers
or a family. A towering wine display
cabinet that can hold approximately
50 bottles has been installed beside the
window screen, adding height to the
space and showcasing imported and
local wine.
The renovation wasn’t limited to
decor changes; it also affected the layout

The overall look is bright, with dazzling
colour highlights, and the client is
pleased. Not only did the renovation
give the dining room of Bombay Palace
a more appealing ambiance, but the
look was achieved within budget in a
little more than a week.
Toronto’s Hirschberg Design Group Inc.
(HDG) specializes in interior design for
the hospitality and retail industries. The
company designs a range of spaces,
including chain and independent restaurants, hotel restaurants, bars and food
courts throughout Canada, the U.S. and
internationally. For more details, visit
hirschbergdesign.com. ●
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Celebrating the 2012

PINNACLE
AWARDS

TICKET ORDER FORM TICKET ORDER FORM TICKET ORDER FORM TICKET ORDER FORM
SINCE PRESENTING our first industry awards in 1988, Kostuch Media Ltd. has continued
to celebrate excellence in the foodservice and hospitality industry. This year’s Pinnacle
Awards takes place on Dec. 7, 2012. We encourage you to purchase tickets to this year’s
event early. Limited seating is available. Don’t miss it!
DATE AND LOCATION
Friday, Dec. 7, 2012
Fairmont Royal York Hotel,
Canadian Ballroom,
100 Front St. W., Toronto
CHAMPAGNE NETWORKING
RECEPTION
11:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
LUNCHEON AND AWARD
PRESENTATIONS
12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.

JOIN US for the industry event of the
year! Don’t delay!
To order your tickets or tables,
fax back this order form today to
(416) 447-5333; call Kathryn Petrovich
at (416) 447-0888 ext. 236 or
e-mail kpetrovich@kostuchmedia.com

FAX BACK YOUR TICKET ORDER
FORM TODAY!
(deadline Nov. 30, 2012)
CONTACT: Kathryn Petrovich Tel:
(416) 447-0888, Ext. 236
Fax: (416) 447-5333 E-mail: kpetrovich@kostuchmedia.com

TICKETS: $225* per ticket or $1,700*
for a table of 8
(* PLUS HST).
EARLY-BIRD DISCOUNT: If you order
before Oct. 30, 2012 you pay only $210
per ticket or $1,480 (* PLUS HST)
for a table of 8.

Name:
(Attach list if more th an one name)

Title:

Company:
Address:

E-mail:

City/Province:

Postal Code:

Phone: (

Fax: (

)

Number of Tickets requested:

Total: $

)
+HST

Method of Payment: Visa ❑ MasterCard ❑ American Express ❑ Cheque ❑
Card Number:

Expiry:

(Please make ch eques payable to Kostuch Media Ltd.)
Confirmation of your order will be e-mailed or faxed. Please ensure e-mail information is provided so we can confirm your order. N.B. No tickets will be mailed out. A no-cancellation policy is in effect.

INTERNATIONAL

DINING
DOWN UNDER
Chef John Placko recounts his culinary journey to Australia
BY JOHN PLACKO

ustralia’s culinary scene
has changed dramatically
since I left for Canada in 1995.
Although I’ve been back many
times, it was a recent trip that
changed my perspective. The
country’s restaurants offer a
unique niche in world-class
dining that attracts culinary
celebrities.
On my latest visit home I ate
at amazing restaurants, namely
Bentley, Aria, Sepia and the first
international outpost for David
Chang at Momofuku Seiobo in
Sydney’s Star Casino. Beyond
the incredible meals at these
restaurants, the experiences
reminded me of the tasting
menus I enjoyed at Quay and
Marque in Sydney last year —
restaurants, which rank 26th
and 70th, respectively, on San
Pellegrino’s 2011 list of The
World’s Best Restaurants.

A
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BENTLEY
SURRY HILLS, NEW SOUTH WALES

My lunch at Bentley was a pleasant surprise. Chef
Brent Savage, and award-winning sommelier Nick
Hildebrandt, opened Bentley Restaurant & Bar in 2006,
and it has since been recognized by The Sydney Morning
Herald as one of the most dynamic eating and drinking
experiences in the country. Savage’s cookbook, Bentley
Contemporary Cuisine, is another gem; it’s simply beautiful and holds a special place on my shelf with its distinctive black pages and stunning photography.
In 2010 Bentley won the Australian Gourmet Pages’
Restaurant of the Year Award, so it made sense to have lunch at the
restaurant with the owner of Australian Gourmet Pages, Franz Scheurer.
Franz wears many hats, working as the editor/owner Australian Gourmet
Pages and spirits editor of the Australian Gourmet Traveller wine magazine to name a few of his jobs. He’s also an avid photographer and musician, but it was his passion and knowledge of food that impressed me.
Our tasting menu at Bentley was eight courses of bliss. Meticulous
plating and incredible contrasting textures were complemented by the
most important part of the dish — the taste. The flavour combinations
of pork cheek, calamari, fennel and jamon gel were surprisingly complimentary. The finale, a dessert of sorrel sorbet, geranium, peach and
freeze-dried raspberry was heavenly. Other dishes that were near perfection were the appetizer of duck liver foie-gras parfait with pickled
carrot and cocoa bread crisps; the main course of King fish with
smoked mulloway roe, juniper, kale, charred spring onion and baked
potato broth; and a dessert of compressed peach parfait, sesame
meringue, nougat and roasted-apricot sorbet.

POWER LUNCH:
(top to bottom) The
sorrel sorbet, geranium, peach, freezedried raspberries were
a standout dish at
Bentley where chef
John Placko (right)
enjoyed the company
of the restaurant’s
chef, Brent Savage,
and editor and
businessman Franz
Scheurer
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ARIA
SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES

MOMOFUKU SEIOBO
STAR CASINO, SYDNEY,
NEW SOUTH WALES

Wow. That’s Momofuku. Although the
location within the Star Casino isn’t
the best, my impression changed
upon entering the restaurant and tasting the food; you get lost in the perfection. The dishes and juice pairing
reminded me of my lunch at the
Award-winning Noma in
Copenhagen, Denmark. The Mud
brand handmade plates, tempered
with Earth tones and a classic shape in
a small studio outside of Sydney, were
impressive. Of course, the food itself
was interesting, too. The final chapter
of the 15-course tasting menu was
most unusual — it was slow-cooked
pork shoulder with brown-sugar
glaze. My dinner companions couldn’t
manage this final dish after the dessert
of white peach, pistachio and rose
meringue followed by cherries with
miso ice cream and black sesame
crumble. I can’t blame them; I rarely
STAR POWER: Standout dishes at Sydney,
eat a savoury dish after dessert, but
Australia’s Momofuku were the dried
cherries, miso ice cream and black sesame
this was the exception.
crumble, followed by the show ender, a
And, Momofuku’s David Chang
slow-cooked pork shoulder
may soon have some competition
from another famous chef, with rumours circulating that Heston Blumenthal is planning to open an Australian restaurant. This comes after news that Blumenthal won a
court battle against Sydney’s Fat Duck rotisserie kitchen. The Sydney restaurant has
been forced to change its name, which is similar to the high-profile chef’s Michelinstarred Fat Duck restaurant in Bray, U.K. Interestingly, Guelph Ont., also has a Fat
Duck gastro pub. I wonder whether the owners will be forced to change its name, too?



SEPIA
SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES

I met chef Martin Benn while dining at Sydney’s Sepia restaurant; he was awarded
Chef of the Year in The Sydney Morning Herald “Good Food Guide 2011,” and is
known for his innovative elegant dishes. The restaurant opened in May 2009, boasting a unique take on contemporary Australian cuisine sourced from local produce
with inspiration from Japan and a focus
on texture and contrast rather than
taste. My favourite dish was the Japanese
stones; they take two days to make, but
it’s worth it. What you get is Yuzu jelly
topped with black cocoa-butter-coated
stones with various soft jellies (cherry,
coconut and chocolate) made with liquid nitrogen and sprinkled with mint,
green tea moss and black sesame.

If it’s a great view you enjoy, chef Matt
Moran’s classy restaurant, Aria, overlooking
the Sydney Harbour Bridge and Sydney
Opera House,
provides one of
the best. But, his
resto is not just
about the view,
the seven-course
tasting menu features dishes plated with style and
precision, including my favourite:
Kurobuta pork
belly with pork croquette and caramelized
apple. The view, food and impeccable service are a draw, but it doesn’t hurt that Matt
is a well-known chef in Australia. I had to
buy his latest cookbook Dinner at Matt’s;
it’s filled with impressive food shots and
wrapped in a wood-panelled cover. It’s a
must-see and must-read.

BEST IN SHOW: Aria is beloved for its
beautiful view and tasty food, such as the
Kurobuta pork belly croquette (above)

MEETING OF THE MINDS
Crave, Sydney’s International Food Festival,
attracted big names in October. South
America’s Alex Atala attended the Festival. He
uses indigenous produce at his Brazilian
restaurant D.O.M., which ranks 7th on San
Pellegrino’s 2011 World’s Best Restaurants
list. Other notable chefs at the show included
David Chang (Momofuku), Dan Hunter (formerly of Mugaritz), Matt Moran (Aria), Mark
Best (Marque) and Ben Shewry (Attica).

John Placko is
chef/owner of
John Placko Culinary
Consulting. To learn more
about John, visit
johnplacko.com.

<< Japanese stones
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Bistros to Banquets

NEW!

NEW!

20.20ESG Combitherm® &
4.10ESi CT Express™ Combitherm

QC2-100 &
QC2-3 Quickchiller™

NEW!
20.20MW Mobile Warmer &
300-TH/III Cook & Hold

From countertops to our plate retherm system,
we’ve got the equipment to help you serve 20
or 2,000 guests. Combitherms. Cook & Holds.
Mobile Warmers. Quickchillers. And more...
From the smallest corner bistro to the biggest
banquet hall, Alto-Shaam’s cooking!
See us in Chicago at the 2012 NRA Show,
booth 4822.

Scan the code for
more information
and an opportunity
to try before you buy

www.alto-shaam.com/bistro-to-banquet.aspx

800-558-8744

|

262-251-3800

EQUIPMENT

The
Science
of
Cooking
PHOTOS COURTESY OF POLYSCIENCE

Top chefs Gushue and
Lepine explain how it takes
the right equipment and
know-how to successfully
execute sous vide
BY DENISE DEVEAU

ou could say the sousvide cooking technique
— whereby food is
cooked in a vacuum-sealed
plastic bag at low temperatures
for extended periods — has
been slowly simmering in the
North American lexicon for
nearly 30 years. Having taken
hold in Europe years ago, it
only earned true acceptance in
North American restaurants in
the past decade.
Those chefs who have
embraced sous-vide cooking will
tell you it takes time and a
lengthy learning curve for those
who haven’t done their homework. For those who don’t under-

PHOTO COURTESY OF RATIONAL

Y

stand the sous-vide cooking drill
— or know the exact temperature
needed — mistakes can be costly
and food safety can be compromised (see sidebar, p. 48).
The term sous vide has been
misused over the years. While
many think of it as the “boil-inthe-bag-dinner” type of cooking
process, the term literally means
“under-vacuum” and refers to
the vacuum-sealing and compression process, not the water
baths used to cook the sealed
delectables.
Even manufacturers of sousvide accoutrements are transitioning to the term “low-temperature cooking” to avoid con-

DIG IN:
The sous-vide cooking
technique creates
a better yield

fusion. They stress it’s not just
the low temperature but the precision with which you regulate
those temperatures, over hours
of cooking time, that matter
most. “With sous vide, it’s not so
much about the equipment but
how you approach it,” notes
Christoph Milz, culinary channel manager for PolyScience in
Niles, Ill. “The one big difference
is the circulation. Some people
will take a rice cooker, set it to
59[˚C] and call it sous vide. But
it isn’t, because it’s a still water
bath. The mixing of the water is
very important to achieve a uniform temperature that is precise
to within a tenth of a degree.”

DID YOU KNOW?
Rational’s whitefficiency combi-oven has a sous-vide cooking application. The high-capacity
machine uses steam, rather than a water bath, to cook the food at low temperatures with
98-per-cent humidity saturation.
FOODSERVICE AND HOSPITALITY MAY 2012
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For the uninitiated, the main
types of equipment needed for
sous-vide cooking are vacuum
sealers, thermal immersion circulators and water-bath chambers. Professional-grade circulators range from $800 to $1,200,
while a good vacuum sealer can
cost $2,500 or more.
For Filippo Mancuso, executive chef at Jump restaurant in
Toronto, sous vide is about the
vacuum sealer. His current
model is a Turbovac from Nella.
“As soon as I saw them in
Europe, I had to get one,” he
says. “Vacuum sealing is a great
help when preparing and cooking food, because it keeps it
longer for storage, your fridges
stay cleaner and everything is
controlled.”
Mancuso has since invested
in two thermal circulators and
Cambro bus pans (or waterbath containers) from
PolyScience. He “loves” the circulators, because they keep the
“temperature constant to within
half a degree while circulating
the water over the food.”
PolyScience circulators are
considered the dominant player

in North America, where the
units were originally designed
for use in research labs. “Later
on they came out with new
models that were better suited
for foodservice, where more
parts were encased in plastic and
the heating coils weren’t
so exposed,” Mancuso explains.
Marc Lepine, owner of Atelier
Restaurant in Ottawa, has grown
his collection of circulators to
five, after having been introduced to sous-vide cooking at a
competition in 2006. “I read
everything I could and experimented a lot to get the precision
I needed. We started with custards and ice-cream bases,
moved on to meats, then
seafood, to build up our repertoire one item at a time. We’re
still learning a lot.”
Lepine uses a chamber vacuum sealer ($2,500) from
Minipack. “We started with an
external sealer but eventually
saved up enough to get a chamber sealer. It’s far, far superior.”
Sealers are not the place to cut
costs, he warns. “Cheaper units
don’t seal as well and won’t
compress the food or let you set

Play It Safe
WHILE SOUS-VIDE equipment needs are relatively basic, maintenance and
proper use are critical to meeting sanitation and food-safety requirements.
“The equipment isn’t complicated. The only thing that can complicate things
is the user,” says chef John Higgins of George Brown College’s Chef House
restaurant in Toronto. The wrong practices, he says, can be disastrous since
the risk of cross-contamination can be higher. “It’s more about health and
hygiene than anything else.” Below are tips to follow when working with
sous-vide equipment:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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make sure everything is clean and/or sterile
date prepped food
wash food and hands thoroughly
stick to the water-bath models that match the circulator equipment —
upsizing the tubs beyond suggested capacity could compromise the
temperature consistency
if possible, use distilled water to avoid a mineral build-up on coils
de-scale coils regularly
ensure cooking times are long enough to kill bacteria (temperatures vary
according to the product being cooked and desired results)
chill cooked food quickly or serve immediately
keep a log of cooking times, chilling times and temperatures
choose a vacuum sealer wisely, and don’t buy the cheapest product
use the specified sealing bags to avoid contamination from petroleumbased products

FOODSERVICE AND HOSPITALITY MAY 2012

BOOKSHELF
For more details about sous-vide
cooking, check out the following
books:

Modernist Cuisine: The Art and
Science of Cooking,
By Nathan Myhrvold,
Chris Young and Maxime Bilet

Sous-vide Cuisine, By Joan Roca

Under Pressure: Cooking Sous Vide,
By Thomas Keller

different pressure amounts. You
don’t want delicate items breaking up when sealing.” He notes
that circulators come in a variety of sizes based on volume
needs. His current favourite is
the PolyScience Professional
Chef unit that he takes with him
to culinary contests. “I love the
portability. You can hook the
circulator onto anything, and it
does the job.”
When you get to the point
where you can master sous vide,
Jonathan Gushue, executive chef
at Langdon Hall, says the creative possibilities multiply.
“When I started it was all about
vacuum sealing. It never entered
my mind to cook with it. Even
putting raw vegetables and fruit
under pressure can make them
more intense, meaty and
brighter in colour.”
The cooking process also
improves yield and saves costs.
Gushue estimates that, with sous

vide, he has cut the amount of
stock he uses for braising by
two-thirds, as well as reduced
duck fat by more than threequarters since duck breasts will
render their own fat in process.
For his vacuum sealers,
Gushue rents units from Nella
that can seal externally and internally. (External sealing does not
perform the vacuum function
but is used for sealing items in a
liquid with a weight equal to or
greater than the product). As
part of the rental agreement,
they’re replaced approximately
every six to eight months. He
also has seven thermal circulators, including the new
PolyScience Pro Series units th at
he says are more streamlined and
have fewer areas to interrupt the
water flow.
Sous vide forces you to be
more precise and understand
what you are doing and why,
says Gushue. More importantly,
it demands you keep your eye
on the ball from a scheduling
standpoint. “You have to be
terribly organized, because you
can’t bang off an item in six
hours — it could take 72. It’s
funny when I hear people asking
when the lamb shoulder will be
ready and the answer is 7 p.m.
tomorrow. But the end results
are amazing, the yield is far better, and the food keeps its
integrity for presentation,” says
the toque. It may take time and
effort, but once you master the
nuances of sous-vide cooking,
“It can open up a whole new
world.” ●
VENDORINFORMATION
Check the cheatsheet below for names
and coordinates of sous-vide vendors:

PolyScience (polyscience.com)
Nella (nella.com/vacuum.htm)
Minipack America (minipack.us )
Cedarlane Culinary (cedarlaneculinary.ca)

For a complete supplier’s list,
check the online Buyer’s Guide
at foodserviceworld.com.
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FOR
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EASY SIPPING:
House-made
ingredients are top
cocktail choices
for Lauren Mote,
co-owner of Kale &
Nori Culinary Arts

Katrina Roberts

Mixologists are breaking stereotypes and
concocting bold recipes that elevate their
craft. F&H spoke with three such trendsetters, from east to west

COCKTAIL

COCKTAIL IMAGES PHOTOGRAPHED BY JONATHAN EVANS

CONNOISSEURS

KATRINA ROBERTS // Mixologists are inspired by
their surroundings, so when Katrina Roberts, wine and
beverage director at Halifax’s Morris East restaurant,
F&H profiles three of Canada’s top mixologists
saw a wood-burning oven, she used it to make woodBY JACKIE SLOAT-SPENCER
fired date syrup for her cocktails.
Surprisingly, the 30-year-old Halifax native didn’t
always have aspirations to work in foodservice. She
studied opera at McGill University before being lured to the restaurant scene by a felcocktails,” she explains. Food and cocktail pairlow opera singer. “I was like a little sponge,” she says, explaining how she watched barings are also gaining popularity, and she often
tenders mix drinks and was self-taught. At 19, she moved to Cardiff, Wales and worked
creates a special drink to complement the
at Pica Pica, where the Welsh customer base enjoyed her fresh, herb-infused bevvies.
restaurant’s nightly food special. “I had a drink
that I made in the past week; it was with elderMoving back home to Halifax, Roberts brought her passion for fresh herbs to
flower, gin and rosemary cordial with sparkling
Morris East, where she has led the cocktail program for the past three years. “I
wine,” which might pair with our salad that’s
found we had great access to Riverview Herbs, which is
Signature drink:
made with rosemary.
just in the valley here, so I started using a lot of basil,
Kiss 75. It’s made
For Roberts, success can be measured by
thyme and sage, and I make my own syrups to ensure the
with gin, housemade
finding a drink that fits any customer’s needs.
freshness of it,” she explains. Local cherries are her guarcherry-thyme syrup,
anteed go-to for adding a uniquely provincial flair to any
And, with a customer base that’s showing a budfresh-squeezed lemon
drink.
“We
have
great
sour
cherries
growing
here
in
Nova
ding curiosity in mixology, it’s fun to appeal to
and dry sparkling
Scotia,”
she
explains.
their tastebuds. “It’s where things really start to
wine and garnished
The
Halifax
cocktail
scene
is
growing
from
a
predomiget exciting, because people are willing to try
with a thymenantly
beer-drinking
city
to
one
that
appreciates
the
finer
more things and grow that education — that’s
skewered cherry.
cocktail. “You are already seeing people here doing beer
when we can do anything we want.”
FOODSERVICEWORLD.COM
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part of being a good bartender, he adds. “I’m in
the business of providing an experience.”
LAUREN MOTE // Ask Lauren Mote, co-owner

SIMON HO

SIMON HO // To Simon Ho, bartender at Toronto’s

Drake Hotel, every cocktail idea starts with the question,
‘what can I sit and drink for hours on a patio?’ It’s this
thinking that’s spawned countless summer-inspired
cocktail combinations during his tenure at the popular
Queen West hotspot.
The 27-year-old doesn’t like to call himself a “mixologist,” even after working through the ranks at The
Drake, starting out as a busboy then learning the basics
of bartending. He started winning Iron-Chef-style cocktail competitions and making a name for himself in the
city, including showcasing his whimsical recipes on
CBC’s Steven and Chris talk show. These days, he can be
found whipping up drinks on the Drake’s rooftop Sky Yard patio or behind the bar
at a dance party at the hotel’s “Underground” performance venue. “I have a big personality, so the kitchen wasn’t really an option for me,” says
Signature drink:
the bartender, who names his cocktails after ’90s hip-hop
Drake’s Barrel-Aged
songs (such as “Welcome to the Tarragon”) and admittedly
Negroni features barreldoesn’t take himself too seriously.
aging, which is a new
He is serious about his recipes. “I like using Asian
unique method to add
flavours,
because I am half-Chinese,” he says, explaining
a twist to a cocktail.
that
he
infuses
drinks with lemongrass, Asian green teas and
It’s aged in a Tromba
ginger.
And
he’s in the perfect venue to keep innovating
Tequila barrel for a
behind the bar, with The Drake’s recurring pop-up themes,
month. The Negroni
is equal parts gin,
such as the old Chinatown menu focus from last fall. “It gave
Campari and sweet
me a way to use Asian flavours like [our executive chef]
vermouth.
Anthony Rose did with the menu that was Asian-inspired
but not necessarily traditional Asian,” he says.
Young talent is especially important in a city that, is “still struggling to figure out
what it is,” he says. Toronto bars serve cocktails with a classic approach and a lot of
spirit-straight cocktails, but bitters and ice programs are fast emerging on the scene,
he explains, adding the biggest challenge is the consumer. “Not that it’s not educated,” he explains, “but it’s just that it hasn’t had the history — you go to New York
and there’s been speakeasys and cocktail bars for years … so the consumer market
is much bigger and the palates have adjusted.”
Ho calls himself an “ambassador of good times.” Mixology is a small but important
TASTE TEST Simon Ho, bartender at The Drake Hotel, shared an unnamed upcoming
drink recipe he’s hoping to offer on the summer menu. “It’s got a very fresh aroma, and a
bright pink colour,” he says. It will be comprised of 1.5 oz. Tromba tequila, 1/2 oz. aperol,
1/2 oz. lemon juice, 1/4 oz. gin, 1/3 oz. créme Yvette and garnished with fresh grapefruit.
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of Kale & Nori Culinary Arts, what’s the hardest
part about manning a bar, and she’ll tell you it’s
not the long hours, or the pressure to stay on top
of trends, it’s back pain from staying on her feet
all day. “There is literally no other problem with
being a bartender,” she laughs.
Mote has come a long way in the 12 years
since she started out fresh-faced at Wayne
Gretzky’s Toronto, where she learned the basics
of hospitality and speed of service, before moving to Vancouver in 2007 and taking a bar manager job at Lumière. She moved through the
ranks at Goldfish Pacific Kitchen
and Chow Restaurant, before
landing at The Refinery where she
spent three years as the restaurant’s GM, rebranding the concept and beverage focus to serve
completely homemade ingredients and “probably the largest bitters program in Canada,” with
240 unique cocktail recipes.
And, the 30-year-old added
entrepreneur to her résumé when
LAUREN MOTE
she launched Kale & Nori Culinary
Arts — a boutique restaurant-style
catering and events company with a retail line of
bitters — with her partner, Jonathan Chovancek.
“It’s amplified on seasonal and local, and it’s
focused on avant-garde beverage,” she says.
Many mixologists develop their own style, but
Mote maintains hers is relatively fluid. “It’s always
ever-changing, it’s always creativity-driven, and it’s
always innovative” without being gimmicky, she
explains. The key is to forego a pre-planned
menu, shop for seasonal
Signature drink:
ingredients and let each
Twitch, a drink that
component shine. “In a
includes Bombay
cocktail that would only
Sapphire gin, Alvear
require four or five
Fino sherry, Lillet,
ingredients … I’m not “Bittered Sling” kaffir
going to use 10 ingredi- lime extract, chamomile
ents — it’s just that each
flower syrup, Meyer
ingredient that goes in lemon juice and Meyer
lemon cheeks.
has to be a complete
amplified expression of
whatever the ingredient is called,” she explains.
After a day of mixing drinks for clients,
events and judging competitions, Mote refuses
to succumb to the bartender stereotype perpetuated by Hollywood. Instead, she prefers “being
healthy, working out, eating well and not living
the quintessential bartender lifestyle.”
●
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE

Every coffee has a voice™
The trifecta offers the barista
the opportunity to create an
individual experience while
producing a unique, deep,
amplified coffee beverage by
utilizing the parameters in the
three phases. This unique
trifecta process allows the
barista to develop a distinct
single cup of coffee with the
flavor profile for that bean at
that time and elevate the coffee
experience.

For more information
please contact BUNN
at 800-263-2256 or visit
www.trifectaexperience.com.
PSA12_CRN_SpiceRacks:layout

Gourmet Buns, available in
4 delicious varieties: Pretzel,
Multigrain, Onion and Potato Scallion.
Conveniently packaged in 12ʼs, use
only what you need for the freshest
product always.
Build a Better sandwich and
compliment all your menu
offerings.
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SPICE RACKS

What a great idea to keep you
organized. At only 18” high x 18”
wide x 6” deep it goes anywhere!
Keep your spices within arms
reach, organize your self serve
condiments, or keep your waiter
station organized. A solution to
many organizing challenges. Made
from chrome finish steel to offer
that sharp look and long product
life. Check out our other wire rack
ideas too.
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1-800-387-8860
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SHEET PANS

Sheet pans are the work horse of
the food industry. Crown sheet
pans are built to work even harder
for you. Featuring a heavy duty
steel wire rim fully enclosed by
the aluminum for a stronger, and
cleaner pan.
Now in four sizes to choose
from, 9” X 13” (1/4 Sheet), 13” X 18”
(1/2 Sheet), 15” X 21” (Party Size),
18” X 26” (Full Sheet). Choose from
solid or perforated with 3/16” easy
clean holes.
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Food Safety
Training
For Managers.

ADVANCED.fst®
provides your
managers/staff the
confidence and the knowledge
to make the right food safety
decisions everyday in your
operation. Keep your
customers and your
business safe.

Gluteen
Fre

2 New Flavours

Banana & Butterscotch

Savour the flavour
www.kozyshack.com
to find a broker near you
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THE BARTENDER'S
CHEAT SHEET

Thousands of drink recipes in our
database! Available as laminated
sheets or printable .pdf downloads.

Choose from over 25 cheat sheets in
our database, including:
Bartender's Cheat Sheet - over 600
recipes
Shooter Cheat Sheet - over 650
recipes
Martini Cheat Sheet

Coffee Lover's Cheat Sheet
Bourbon Cheat Sheet
...and over 20 more!
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You just proved
product showcase
advertising works.

with a new flame

High Liner’s unique flame-roasting
technique and contemporary, on-trend
seasoned coatings deliver a sophisticated
seafood entrée while saving you time and
money. With the ease of bake and serve
you can offer your customers an upscale
culinary experience.

Y

- Affordable
- Production Included
- Results

CM

No extra fee for shipping to Canada!
MY

CY

CMY

K

CALL NOW!
FIREROASTERS

TM

FLAME-SEARED SEAFOOD

www.bartendercheatsheet.com
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• Single & Double Stitched Clear Sewn Menu Covers Heavy
Gauge Plastic – Heavy Duty Vinyl & Nylon Trim
• Leatherene, Hardback & Padded Menu Covers
• Customized Items, Guest Cheque Holders, Accessories

Clear Sewn Edge Menu Covers Made To Any Size!

Member

Mor’s Menu Cover Mfg. 3500 McNicoll Avenue, Unit #9
Scarborough, ON M1V 4C7 Tel: 416.321.9284 Fax: 416.321.1626
Toll Free: 1.888.321.2236 Email: sales@morsmenucover.com
Website: www.morsmenucover.com
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School of Hospitality & Tourism Management
Recognize and Develop Your Potential

Hospitality Managerʼs
Development Course
June 3rd – 7th, 2012
www.htm.uoguelph.ca
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SCENE STEALER
Actor turned chef Michael Howell enjoys his second act as owner of Nova Scotia’s Tempest restaurant // BY ADRIAN BELL

M
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Cooking and Hospitality Institute of Chicago
(CHIC), and a month shy of graduating, a
phone call from Chicago’s famed Everest
Room launched his culinary career. “Somebody had referred me, and chef Jean Joho
called to offer me a job. I realized time was of
the essence. I was 30, and I really wanted to
get into a kitchen as soon as possible.”
Howell’s career dance continued when
famed chef Rocco DiSpirito offered him a
gig in New York. He ended up turning down
the low-paying job at Union Pacific. Instead,
Howell used the Zagat restaurant guide to
scout potential jobs, landing at Carol’s Café
on Staten Island, working alongside Carol
Frazetta, a feisty 65-year-old Sicilian. “I figured what better place to learn Italian than
from the real deal.”
Years later his big-city credits paid off when
he became head chef at a restaurant in Abaco,
TRICKS OF THE TRADE
Favourite kitchen tool: Japanese mandoline ●
Biggest inspiration: chef Charlie Trotter
● Favourite ingredient: smoked haddock
● Comfort food you cook at home: pizza — “I
made four different kinds one night last week”

Bahamas where he was eventually named best
chef on the island by the Nassau Food and
Wine Society.
Today the author and leader of Slow Food
Nova Scotia, is cooking his own version of
Italian fare at Tempest, which features
braised-rabbit rigatoni in garlic tomato
sauce ($17), agnolotti with squash and mascarpone, sage-butter sauce ($17) and roasted
Nova Scotia sea bass, Sicilian zupetta, whitebean purée ($25).
Reflecting on his career swap, Howell
believes the skills he transferred are unique.
“An artistic sensibility is probably the most
important thing. I have an eye for art, creatively orchestrating not just what’s on a
plate, but also the movement in a kitchen
and understanding how people work
together,” he says.
As for his next act, the chef is intent on
satisfying his culinary soul by continuing
his foodie tours of Italy and working on his
next book. Perhaps, he’ll even reclaim his
Great Canadian Grilled Cheese Champion
title, awarded two years ago in Toronto.
Perhaps that’s an honour that’s good for
anyone’s soul.
●
FOODSERVICEWORLD.COM
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ichael Howell was five when his dad
tragically drowned. Interestingly,
his father was a sea captain who
signed on as a cook on his last trip. “There’s a
terribly deep poignancy that I’ve become a
chef, and on his last voyage he was the chef.”
It turns out the toque has been on a culinary
voyage, too, travelling to Toronto, Chicago, Bahamas, Boston and Detroit, before settling in
Wolfville, N.S., to open Tempest restaurant
where he now helms the kitchen, serving
global cuisine.
But, the backdrop to Howell’s success is
about more than menus, plating and learning lines. Prior to cooking, he memorized
lines, cues and exits. “I was a career changer
at 30,” says the former Niagara-on-the-Lake,
Ont., Shaw Festival actor and director. The
epiphany came during a live show. “I was on
stage performing Major Barbara and a light
bulb went off with 900 people in the theatre,” he says. “I [thought] I’m not here, my
character’s not here, I’m just going through
the motions.” In fact, at that moment, he
realized he was thinking about food and a
career in the culinary arts.
Before long Howell enrolled in the

SWEET TREATS

SWEET TRENDS

SWEET SALES

EXPERIENCE OUR RED CAPE® COMMITMENT.
Taylor® frozen dessert equipment treats you to big

From rich ice cream indulgences
profit opportunities.
to fast growing, wholesome frozen yogurt, Taylor frozen dessert
© 2012 Taylor Company.

equipment adds versatility to your menu. Partner with Taylor
to help maximize your profits and success.

Our Red Cape® Commitment:
WE GO BEYOND. SO YOU RISE ABOVE.

Heads Up!
NEW LOOK!
SAME GREAT TASTE!

Coleslaw
Golden Italian
Creamy Caesar
Rancher’s Choice

Grow your salad business with the 4 most popular flavours.1
Canadians love the taste of Kraft Dressings! In fact, when buying dressings for home,
82% choose Kraft.2 That’s a pretty compelling reason to serve your customers the delicious
taste of Kraft. When it comes to maximizing your menu, you can also rely on Kraft Salad 360º
Solutions to help you leverage flavour trends, consumer research, industry information and
profit tools to get the most from your salad business.
1

Direct Link data 52 weeks ending June 2011.
Source: The Nielsen Company, Homescan, National – All Channels, 52 weeks ending September 24, 2011.

2

1-800-70-KRAFT

kraftfoodservice.ca

For rebates, offers, samples and more join Kraft Works today!
Sign up at kraftfoodservice.ca/signup

